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Kickstart Your Dreamjob
or Launch Your Career to
New Heights

WIN
15 GRAND
Towards Your
Grand Idea!

The Overcast’s Albedo Grant is available for entrepreneurs, organizations,
or artists. The idea was initially conceived by The Overcast and Dean MacDonald
— Dean MacDonald, Chris & John o'Dea, and Phil Keeping's family are this year's
sponsors.
Are you sitting on the best idea for a new store on Water Street? An App that will
solve all the city’s issues? Do you think you know the food truck we really need
here? Are you a director at a non profit whose life would get drastically easier with
a one-time purchase of something you can’t afford? As a cultural paper, we know all
about a bank turning you down for doing something atypical or risky – i.e exciting,
bold, and visionary. Now we’re here to help you leap over your financial barriers. The
Albedo grant exists to give you the money you need to launch a business or take your
operation to new heights.

Apply Now
Informal applications are fine. Simply send us a 1 to 2 page pitch of your
grand idea, and why you’re the person to make it happen. And don’t claim a
two-page pitch is too short — a short pitch forces you to be convincing, not
winded. Be impressive, there’ll only be one winner. Email The Overcast at:
submissions@theovercast.ca DEADLINE: APRIL 3RD, 2016

THIS ALBEDO GRANT IS A COMPETITION: DRAGON’S DEN STYLE
The people who submitted the top 5-6 submissions will get an in-person pitch to
Dean, Phil, John, and Chris for their money. These submissions may be posted on our
website, so the public can weigh in on whom they want to win, while the sponsors take
a week to think it over. The winner will be announced as our May issue cover story.
NOTICE TO BENEVOLENT LOCAL DO-GOODERS
If you, like Dean, Phil, John and Chris are a benevolent local businessperson, and
would like to get in on the Albedo Grant with your own $5,000 contribution to
an entrepreneur/organization/artist whose pitch impressed you the most, get
in touch. The more money in this pot the better.
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FOGO’S FISHERMEN LAND A DEAL TO
GET TOP DOLLAR FOR COD FROM 20+
TORONTONIAN RESTAURANTS
Fishermen around Fogo can thank married
couple Tony Cobb and Janice Thomson –
founders of “Fogo Island Fish” – for a new
endeavour that will get them top dollar from
restaurateurs in Toronto who are eager for
fresh Newfoundland fillets. For Cobb it’s a
way to “right a wrong” that’s happened with
the fishery for many rural towns in NL. His

increase in spending, despite the fact the
city hasn’t grown by 50%, nor have costs
of living increased by 50%, nor have our
services increased by 50%. So he’s curious
why spending is up so much, leaving the rest
of us curious how much differently budget
2016 would’ve been if Lono made council
back in 2005/2009. While the provincial
government requires an independent auditor
general to review spending, and make solid
financial recommendations every year,

COFFEE SHOP SHUFFLE
ON WATER STREET;
FOGTOWN TOO
Regular patrons of Starbucks
in Atlantic place are being regularly
surprised now, as they’re greeted instead by
a Jumping Bean storefront. Jumping Bean
locations are popping up everywhere lately,
including Elizabeth Avenue, but in this case,
it was a move from their spot on Water
Street proper. They took over after Starbucks

own father quit fishing when it proved not
profitable enough to raise his family on. And
yet, during his travels, Cobb heard so many
people praising the quality of NL cod, that
he knew they’d pay good money for it. By
tweaking a fishery to serve a community, not,
say, the province itself, Fogo Island Fish’s
operation benefits its community’s fishers
AND the small market – quality restaurants
in Toronto – they service. Local fishermen get
a great rate, directly from the source, and the
restaurants get a great product directly. The
relationship between chefs and fishers is also
more direct, and therefore stronger. Fillets from
Fogo are currently being served in more than
20 Toronto-based restaurants, and the chefs
are thrilled with the product. And with the ease
of the program. Part of the trick to pleasing
these chefs so much, is the process harvesters
are using: cod are hand-lined with a hook, bled,
gutted, and washed at sea, then packed on ice
within five hours. The fishermen are catching
cod in smaller quantities to ensure they abide
by this process, and the lower yields are worth
it for the money they’re paid.

municipal governments like our city council
don’t require this check. But as Lono says, it
certainly doesn’t mean we shouldn’t hire one.
As he told CBC, “You can't say you're a world
class city, and then have the government
structures of a small village. People need to
have confidence that money's being spent
properly and raised properly."

moved into the new building at 351 Water
Street, across from St. John’s Fish Exchange,
the city’s newest restaurant (Keep up, see
page 10). Speaking of shuffles: looking for
Fogtown? You’ll find them a mere 10 paces
down the hill in their new digs: the same
building, but on Water Street now, where
Perfect Day used to be.

WOULD-BE COUNCILLOR CALLS
OUT COUNCIL ON THEIR FINANCIAL
MISMANAGEMENT
Simon Lono ran for council in 2005. And again
in 2009. He was never voted in, but appeared
again in the news recently for speaking out
against council’s financial mismanagement.
He told the CBC municipal spending has
increased from roughly $200 million to $300
million in the last eight years, which is a 50%

Warm &
dry.
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Central NL About to
Get Newfoundlanded-Up
for The Tourists
It’s no secret tourism is an
enormous economic driver
in Newfoundland and
Labrador.
It’s also no secret the east and west coast
benefit from it the most. A new government
report lays out a plan for reviving the economy
in Central’s rural communities by having the
tourism money train roll through them. Making
Central a tourism mecca is also of benefit to
government’s plan to “double tourism revenues
to $1.58 B by 2020” because the more types
of tourism draws we can offer the world the
better. And Central certainly has a lot to offer.
The area’s main draw is its appeal to the
outdoor adventurist and historian. “Six types
of icebergs float down from Greenland,” the
report reads, “and twenty-two species of
whales entertain visitors watching from the
land and from the sea.” There are numerous
stunning hiking and snowmobiling trails, and
the quaintness of active fishing communities
will give people that living postcard feel we
push on the world. Central’s biggest selling
features are activities that grant the area yearround tourism potential.

BAY OF EXPLOITS
WITH ED RICHE

Historic Site in 1982.” Artistry is alive and
well in the area too. King’s Point Pottery is
one of the island's most popular potters, and
some of our more famed artists call the area
home: Shaun Majumder has started his own

aren’t “best” for us because … well, I’m not

Best
& Better
Practices
I presume use of “on a

Nova, Newfoundland’s first National Park, is

go-forward basis” declined

also a big draw, and visitors can use the hotels
and home base convenience of Grand Falls to
explore every nook and cranny of Central.
Some of the study’s findings indicate that
harnessing the full tourism potential

as we began slipping

“developing new products and experiences
that are aligned with the Newfoundland and
Labrador brand.” The report also generally
implies three industries would both benefit
from, and bolster tourism potential in
Central Newfoundland. Firstly, there’ll be
money to be made in the B&B industry, as
these provide travellers with “authentic,
emotional connections for visitors who want
to get off the beaten track and explore rural
Newfoundland.” Likewise, the food culture
boom in St. John’s and Corner Brook would
be welcome in Central, and would attract
dismal dining options in the region. Thirdly,
outfitting lodges would benefit tourism, and
in turn profit from offering visitors guided and
memorable tours and services.

sound symposium xviii
july 8 – 16 , 2016

news corner

more info: soundsymposium.com

Harbour Symphony

A series of improv events.
Come hear a band,
and then join in
the improv sessions
afterwards.
All Improvisers Welcome!

Stay Tuned for
updates

person’s “best” can be another’s “meh.”
We could try “better practices” but that is
even more a confession of past mistakes.

the last time a patronage appointment
was let go for incompetence, laziness, or

Newfie nomenklatura, is actually a “Worst

saying, instead, “We’ll consult
stakeholders on a ‘plunging-to-our-death’
basis” or “on an inclusive ‘Davy Jones’locker-for-us-all’ basis.”

Practice,” not because it’s immoral, but
because we pay twice, once in generous
salary and then, more often than not, to
clean up after them.)
Besides who really wants the most
qualified candidate for a position
introduced into the workplace? They’ll

The new catch-all buzz phrase is “Best

only raise standards and so increase

Practices.” Apparently we are going to

expectations. It’s canny, ambitious

start adopting these. That we have been

bastards who surround themselves with

doing otherwise all these years is as

people brighter and more talented than

hard to fathom as it is easy to see. For a

themselves. That’s not us.

number of reasons – routine corruption,
endemic cronyism, anti-intellectualism,
just plain pigheadedness – we’ve
long employed “expedient practices,”
“spurious practices” and, perhaps most
destructively, “usual practices.” For a long
time it was the usual practice here to turn
a blind eye to certain “unnatural practices.”

“nice.” No one is boldly announcing we
are moving to a rigorous new regime
of “tested” or “most rational” practices.

Our backs are to the wall, but it’s a new
day and with some ways, like those of
the current City Council, now identified
as “cocked-up practices,” we declare
that we are going to start doing things
right for a change. Not just, right,
goddamn it, but “best!”
It’s a lot to ask. If we stand up too
fast we’ll likely hit our heads or get dizzy and
fall over. I suggest we might start slowly,
take a more gradual approach to civic and
national improvement. Let’s begin

We should be stinking rich but

with “not-as-misguided-

are purportedly confronting
hysterical “bankruptcy.” I

tba

reminded the judge of an ex-husband. One

of political pals to juicy sinecures, our

backwards.

a qualitative assessment, not unlike

Concert Series

save the date

NIGHT MUSIC

Sound Symposium Presents

celebrate sound

are we supposed to know that the latter

takers over makers. (The appointing

and then freefalling

“Best” is a fuzzy word too, isn’t it? It’s
3rd Thurs every month
9:30 pm | The Ship | $5

the clearly more winning Dachshund how

insanity? We don’t do that here. We favour

can’t very well go before the microphones

intercommunity collaboration, and

Bull Terrier is awarded “Best in Show” over

the former practitioners and when was

Ministers of the Crown or City Councillors

of Central will require strengthening

sure why they aren’t. When the brainless

“Better practices” would mean sacking

legendary food festival out that way. Terra

tourists who would otherwise be deterred by
For the history-loving tourist, “The Beothuk
aboriginal history is rich in the area and the
Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo Soapstone Quarry
in Fleur de Lys was designated a National

to consider Norway’s. But their methods

think by any measure if
we were looking for the
most successful State
management of common
natural resources we’d have

That we have been
doing anything other
than "Best Practices" all
these years is hard to
fathom and easy
to see.

as-before practices” or
“not-utterly egregious
practices” so that we
have the best, or at
least a better, okay …
remotely possible …
chance of success.
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City Council Isn’t Listening
to Local Businesses, But there’s
Over 100,000 of Us Who Can Help
BY CHAD PELLEY

The situation is grim,

cough up much more than that. And if that

will have to find another $6000 this year, on

sounds doable to you – if you’re among

top of the crazy costs of groceries right now.

those saying “well, if a businesses is

Posts like Hallett’s are spreading like

living by breaking even, they’re not doing

wildfire online, but as Hallett points out,

truly take pride in living

well” – than you clearly haven’t run a small

our councillors are not social media savvy

in St. John’s and bask in its

business downtown, with its extreme

and might be unaware of the degree of

rental costs, and for a capital city, small

discontent. “Council is largely made up of old

population of potential customers. Context,

retired guys, who are not interested in social

culture, have to watch our

people: we have tons of popular places that

media ... the thousands of comments I and

elected officials ignore the

are just getting by. They’re being hailed as

many others have generated are nothing to

the best food and drink and retail spots in

them, and it has made it easy for them to

the country. That doesn’t mean they can

ignore us. In fact, one Councillor told me,

afford to be gauged by council for money.

quite proudly, that he has only gotten five

disheartening, and it’s
baffling too: those of us who

booming food and retail

pleas of the places that make
this city feel like home.
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SO WHAT CAN WE DO
OTHER THAN EMAIL BLAST
COUNCILLORS?
It’s a new year; turn over a new leaf.
It’s the winter; don’t get lazy and
lifeless. Let’s all shake up our lives with
a new hobby, gym membership, cooking
class, you name it. Let’s all get out and
spend more locally.
If you don’t do yoga, consider the mad
passion with which yoga practitioners
speak of it: go join Nova Yoga or Moksha,
or Pony Locale, or whatever: put some
money in some local pockets, while finding
yourself some well-deserved inner peace.
Get your body unbent-out-of-shape. Stretch
the winter blues out of your joints. //
See page 24: support St. John’s food havens
and get a crack at 15 gift cards for local
restaurants. You know you love tacos. You
know you deserve a few nights out this
month, be it at a barseat alone, or with a
table of twelve. //

calls on this issue, so what's the fuss?”
These economic drivers, these employers
of many, these cultural icons, simply can’t
afford to be saddled with the burden of
making up for hard times. And shouldn’t
have to: a smart city supports local
businesses.
The councillors making the decision to
drastically hike property taxes are proving to
be indifferent, and that’s infuriating – they are
supposed to represent us, and that explicitly
means Listen To Us! And yet, Melanie Caines,
owner of a very popular local business, Nova
Yoga, can demonstrate that, other than
councillor Lane, no one’s listening. She says
our deputy mayor basically auto-responded
to say council can’t help her, and worse still,

We’re talking serious increases here: Shane
Kelly owns the building Rocket Bakery &

Anna Hellqvist Founder and co-owner of

Deli operates out of. “As a result of the

Tval says, “We have contributed to this city

recent assessments and City of St. John's

and province with employment, occupancy

budget, our taxes will increase by 71 %.

tax, and lovely smelling soaps. You’d think

That is not a typo. What in the world could

that we would get a little support … but no,

possibly justify that?”

not at all. Never have, and it seems, never
will. You seem to disregard us completely.

Bob Hallett, Great Big Sea member turned

To me it feels like a Joey Smallwood

bar and restaurant owner, has been at the

complex … a big international business

forefront of discontent. “In 2012, when we

shows interest, and you get all starstruck

bought Erin’s Pub, taxes were just over

and bend all kinds of rules. Well, believe

$5000 a year. By 2015 they had climbed

you me: no one will plan their vacation to

to $8580.That was a steep increase, but

Newfoundland because there is a The Keg

bearable. This year they are going up to an

or Starbucks here. Please ask yourself what

incredible $17,640.” Blue on Water, voted as

you can do to make downtown not only

Karl Well’s Second Best Restaurant in Town,

survive but THRIVE.”

she says finance chair Jonathan Galgay’s
response was a generic stock letter about the
arts cuts, not tax hikes to local businesses,
which she was inquiring about. So, did he
even read her letter? It doesn’t matter if he

“As a result of the recent assessments

did, they’re not budging.

and City of St. John's budget, our taxes will

Caines has already had to cut back on

increase by 71 %. That is not a typo. What in

staffing hours, and her hike will only
amount to a few thousand extra a year
– believe it or not, others will have to

the world could possibly justify that?”

Have you BEEN to TVAL. Anna ain’t joking
about her "lovely soaps": her products put
Sobeys-bought soaps to shame. Not just
the fabulous fragrances (they’re actually
gentle, perfect smells) but in the quality
and texture of the products. You deserve
to treat yourself to the simple joy of super
bath products. They can enhance your life
in some small way, and hey, it’s the simple
things in this life, right? //
Back in December, thousands of you voted
and crowned Johnny Ruth “The Best Retail
Store in Town, Period.” Well, guess what?
Johnny Ruth & Living Planet is holding
a customer appreciation day Saturday,
February 13th, 2016. The event is from 1:00
- 4:00pm, what better time to go check the
place out, for the 1st or 100th time. They’ve
got something for everyone there on any
given day of the week, but on the 13th, they’ll
also have: local designer Charlotte Reid of
Charlotte Street doing custom work (people
can bring down their beloved old t-shirts and
get them reworked!), Live music from Sandy
Morris & Jamie Dart at 2:00pm, Canadian
design giveaways, a chance to win $200
worth of Anne-Marie Chagnon Jewelry,
plus some treats and other goings on. //
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So, The
Budget
Sucked.
What
Now?
BY DAVE LANE

It’s been a month or so since
Council announced its 2016
budget, and the intensity of
it is starting to sink in.

making substantial cuts to services, and
re-opening negotiations on significant
employment contracts that were signed only
recently. In other words, it will take a lot of
time, effort, and disruption to turn this thirteen
hundred person ship (City Hall) around.
Ultimately, that’s absolutely what we have
to do. But if we can’t reverse this year’s tax
do to make things right before next year’s?
The good news is, we’ve already started the

"Tinder for clothes." It is easy-to-use and gives smartphone

unpleasant cuts announced in the budget

users the ability to post their clothing for sale or trade

over the next few weeks, Council will also be
overseeing a “full operational review” to dig
deep into how City Hall does what it does.
In January we extended a hand to the
business community and are forming a
“business advisory committee” that will
help us analyse our budget choices and
find options for optimizing our spending
newly structured committees for the arts,

But as a partner at a local marketing firm

environment, downtown, and others.

(I’m not just a city councillor, ya know), I’m
seeing firsthand the very real impact that

As well, I’m hopeful that we’ve learned some

significant tax hikes are about to have on

lessons from last year’s engagement and

our business community, and in turn our

consultation process. Namely, that we have

economy.

to take more of a partnership approach with
the many public stakeholders (read: you)
that can help us build a better budget.

owners seeing 20%, 30%, even 70%
increases in the assessed values of their

And I think we can go even further to offset

properties, and with several negative

the pain inflicted by this year’s tax increases.

economic headwinds all happening at once,

Council has to take ownership of its role

the timing is really bad.

in driving the local economy by embracing
a “red tape reduction” strategy; further

I’d like to see Council rescind its mill rates

opening our communications and access to

and find a way to get them lower. We have to

City services; and promising to do everything

change the way we do business so we can

in our power to responsibly reduce taxes

get our expenses down significantly.

from this year’s levels.

This, however, is a huge endeavour.
The bottom line is this: we’re all in this
Reversing the mill rate Council approved

together. City Hall has to continue its

on December 14, 2015 would mean having

progress of truly opening up and letting the

to basically halt many of our day-to-day

public in as part of the process of running

operations for several months and make some

the organization.

potentially jarring changes. We would
procedures and drastically change
our corporate culture.
It would likely mean cancelling
in-progress expenditures, hastily

Ragspin is a brand new app being hailed as the

process. While we will be implementing the

We’re all affected by property tax increases.

have to overhaul complex business

BY JANE FURNEAUX

hike decisions in the near term, what can we

decisions. We’ll also be in dialogue with our

We’ve all heard the stories of business

Ragspin – It’s like
Tinder for Clothes, and
St. John’s is a Pilot City

I believe we can avoid (or at least
better explain) painful actions,
and that if we take on a spirit

in less than 60 seconds.
Ragspin has selected St. John's as one of the first cities in the world to launch the service.
Arif Qureshi, a Toronto-based artist and the founder of Ragspin says, "Fashion is art, it's
about expressing who you really are. It's creativity. It made sense for us to start in St.
John's. People here are not afraid to express their individuality. Blending vintage with new,
punk with hip-hop, or rock with disco wouldn't be considered a far out idea in St. John's.
The community is rich with culture and people seem to get it."  
Ragspin's philosophy is based on facilitating the flow of items through your closet and back
into the community. It gives users a way to constantly refresh their wardrobes with new looks.
The cost of new items can be offset by selling items that are no longer being used. For those
interested in bartering, Ragspin offers an option to trade clothing for goods or services. For
example: users can agree to swap dresses for books and vintage denim for help moving a couch.
You can spin your clothes to get new outfits for every single event or party. If I want a new
dress for the weekend, I don't have to worry about how much it's going to cost because
I know I can post it on Ragspin and get most of my money back.
People are becoming conscious of what they consume. Part of this is being aware of the
impact of the clothing many of us have stored in our living spaces. Ragspin provides a simple
way to declutter your closet and increase cashflow. “It takes 1800
gallons of water to grow enough cotton for a single pair of jeans", says
Lindsey Furlonger of Ragspin. "Why not sell your jeans to someone in
the community who will wear them instead of letting them collect dust
in your closet? It's an easy way to recycle and a win-win for all. Let
go of what you're not using and edit your closet down to the things
you love. Managing a closet full of clothing that you don't wear is an
absolute waste of time and space."      
Ragspin facilitates in-person meetups, creating new
connections within the community. Clothing swaps are no
longer a hassle and don't require a dedicated event.
Ragspin is also collaborating with local stores
and fashion designers such as Model Citizens and
Barry Buckle, to connect fashion based business with the

of collaboration and optimism

community. Ragspin also assists local craftspeople in reaching the community and building their

we can achieve the city we all

networks. If you think Ragspin can help your fashion business or can help declutter your closet,

know is possible.

find them on Facebook at Ragspin Newfoundland.
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Weigh in
on the
Wandering
Pavilion

Have you always
wondered what
it’d be like for your
neighbourhood
to have a [blank]?
Test it out!
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“St. John’s is a beautiful
city: amazing ocean views,
a vibrant arts scene, some
of the best restaurants in
Canada. But how could
we make it a better place?
Imagine going down to Quidi
Vidi gut and being able to
buy fish right off the dock. Or
think about heading over to
Victoria Park for an outdoor
film in the summer time.
Or what if it was pop-up
bookstand on Water Street?
Each one of these things
could help build community
and make St. John’s a better
place. But what if you could
do all of them?”
- EMILY CAMPBELL, THE WOMAN BEHIND
THE WANDERING PAVILLION

Storytelling, history,
Emily can't better
your neighbourhood
without your input.

Education and

Pop-up vending: flee

Share your ideas now!
wanderingpavilion
.com

market, vegetable

popular. Those ideas will be published
on the cover of the March issue of The
Overcast and we’ll do our very best
to make them a reality. For example,
you say your neighbourhood needs
some outdoor films in the summertime.
You got it! We are giving away three sets

stand, entrepreneur

of these blocks that we used to brainstorm to

incubator

people who weigh in on our website.

Give-aways or shares: library,

WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION DOES

bike repair, tools

WANDERING PAVILLION NEED?
The project’s designer Emily Campbell says,

Social services: needle exchange, homeless

“As an example, someone could tell us

shelter, soup kitchen, outreach/counselling

this structure would be useful as a place to
project films in Victoria Park or have acoustic

Performance: film, music, theatre,

afternoon concerts in Bannerman Park.” The

dance, sound

team is also looking to know very specifically
where the pop-up pavilion would go.

Rest station or look out to views

Head over to wanderingpavilion.com and
weigh in on what you would do with it. Or use

"Each one of these functions could take a

hashtag #wandernl to bring our attention to

different form or end up in a different place

an idea on social media.

and we need you to tell us which ones we
should make a reality."

"We will choose the six ideas and locations
that are the most popular. Those ideas will

HOW DOES IT WORK?

be published on the cover of the March issue

In the November issue of the Overcast,

HOW CAN WE WEIGH IN?

of the Overcast and we’ll do our very best to

we heard that the Wandering Pavilion was

"On our website wanderingpavilion.com you’ll

make them a reality. For example, you say

looking for ideas. They held six public

see a number of different configurations

you’re neighbourhood needs some outdoor

consultation sessions and came up with over

reflecting the uses above. We want you to

films in the summertime. You got it! "

sixty ideas, but some things kept re-emerging

pick ones you like, tell us where you would

more than others as things that St. John’s

put them, and other specifics about how you’d

needed, that the Wandering Pavilion could be.

recommend using them." The voting closes

Those functions fall under these categories:

February16th at midnight. We will choose the

PERFORMANCE 3
“A small outdoor acoustic concert in
Holy Heart’s parking lot, that showcases
musicians living in Georgestown.”

MARKET 2
“A mini Farmer’s market with 2-3 fish
vendors! The end stall could exhibit a
fisherman teaching onlookers how to
gut a fish. This would be great in Petty
Harbour or Quidi Vidi right on the dock.”

The voting closes
February 16th at midnight.

Share examples of
how YOU would
use the pavilion at
wanderingpavilion.com
Visit the website for examples of
how the Pavilion could be oriented.
Under each sample illustration,
like those shown
here, you can enter a
suggested use like the
sample suggestions
here.
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six ideas and locations that are the most

interpretive

advocacy
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EXHIBIT 2
“An outdoor art exhibit, at Harbourside
park, on the same days as ‘Music at
Harbourside’ concert series, so there’s
both local music and art on display for
tourists and locals alike.”
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Good Brews!
Port Rexton
Microbrewery
Will be Pumping
Out Beer by the
Summer

craft beer scene evolved in Nova Scotia, we
attended many unique and educational events
and festivals.” Before too long, Alicia was
apprenticing and brewing.
In doing so, they established many beneficial
contacts and working relationships to help
them get their start here in Port Rexton. Their
company, by the way, is simply called “Port

Our province lags behind others in delicious
local craft beers, having only 3-4 commercially
available brewers on the scene right now, with
places like Storm, Quidi Vidi, and Yellowbelly.
Well, as of this summer, there’ll be at least
one more, thanks to co-owners (and married
couple!) Alicia MacDonald and Sonja Mills,
who are currently ploughing through the
barrage of regulation guidelines a brewery
must meet before it can begin its operation.
Alicia and Sonja met “hesitantly, over a casual
beer through a mutual friend’s insistence.”
We have that forced, causal beer to thank for
giving us our fourth commercial microbrewery.
Fitting. “The casual beer turned into fun
activities combined with our growing passion
together for craft beer,” they say.
And we’re talking true passion here: the couple
has been known to ski to pubs on storm days.
Any hiking or rock climbing adventures are
followed with a pint of good beer, and their road
trips “include at least one microbrewery stop.
We even built a craft beer bar for our craft-beer
themed wedding. No joke.”
The two gathered a lot of experience in Nova
Scotia’s craft brewery movement. “Initially,
we frequented craft beer bars in Halifax,
traveled the province, often to visit new
microbreweries as they opened, and were
members of the Ladies Beer League. As the

Affordable Wine Worth or Not
Worth Your Dime at the NLC BY L.P

Rexton Brewing.”
“We got into this business to create a product

(easy dishes, by the way). Wonderful

passion for craft beer and Alicia’s love of

HERDADE DO ESPORÃO
DUAS CASTAS “2”
Find it in the Portugal
Section

brewing, and it made a world of sense.” The

$19.29

allure. Have to try it at this price.

to the table” and are drawn to beer as a

In the ancient past, before the harbour

product because “craft beer is not only a social

fence, it was possible to go aboard the

product, but a product of science and art.”

Portuguese fishing vessels, then allowed

ASSOBIO QUINTA
DOS MURCAS
Find it in the Port section

to dock here, and buy cheap cigarettes.

NLC $18.07

that we would be proud of and could share

No one’s complaining
about food culture in
Newfoundland anymore, but
the craft beer scene here is a
different story.

Local Plonks

with other people. Add in our personal

that it’s not trying to be something other
than what it is. Somewhat exotic. Her
occasional blowsiness is part of her

duo “bring different educational backgrounds

“As for the industry itself, it is interesting,

“SG” was a good brand. Often you’d be

collegial, and fun to become involved with.

invited to stay for a drink of wine or

The Duoro is Port country. Declining

It’s a very supportive environment among

brandy. It was “rustic” stuff, to be kind.

numbers of old white guys wanting cigars

industry participants and we have had nothing

after dinner have limited the appetite for

but positive experiences so far. And finally, as

Things have changed. St. John’s City

that fortified delight. The growers are

a social industry, beer, and particularly good

Council bet it all on offshore oil and

instead trying to make table wine from

beer, brings people together.”

cruise ships and we lost. Portuguese

their various Touriga grapes. The Assobio

winemaking has modernized.

Quinta Dos Murcas (NLC $18.07) is one

What will they be brewing? Stellar stouts?

such example and an interesting case

Awesome ales? Lovely lagers? Obviously, but

Both grapes in the Herdade Do Esporão

of the perils of points. There was a rush

the specifics are still up in the air for now. “We

Duas Castas “2” (NLC $19.29) are

on this plonk when the Wine Enthusiast

have a few different recipes we are excited

native to the Iberian Peninsula. 70% of

Magazine awarded it “94” arbitrary units

about, but we are going to keep these under

the mix is Gouveio (Godello in Spain),

of some sort. Don’t think, in this case, you

wraps until closer to opening day. Stay tuned

which lends the wine a buttery apple tart

are getting more than what you are paying

and keep your eyes on Facebook for when we

character. The other grape, Antão Vaz, at

for. It smells like port and the palate says

make the official launch!”

30%, might be indigenous to Portugal’s

it wants to be port. Unaccountably, there

scorching, dry Alentejo region, and

is a green character here one associates

They’ll be operating out of a converted

contributes tropical fruit flavours and

with unripe Cabernet Franc.

property in their namesake town, and plan on

solid acidity.

It’s astringent, tannic. Mostly

producing about 300 hectolitres of beer per

it’s empty.

year, or put another way: 1,000 pints of beer

The struggle making white wines in such

There is nothing

per run. The space will be open concept with a

hot places is not letting them get overripe

particularly

tasting room and retail space.

and flabby. This maker has done an

wrong, but

excellent job of it. They can’t quite coax

nothing to wow

elegance out of these grapes but there is

you. Ranks

a lot of interest here, a dominant note of

as “not bad

citrus pith, a smoky thing, minerals, and

I s’pose.”

some funk. I taste thick skins, not sure of

Save up and

which variety, yet it’s still crisp. Too much

buy a bottle

for delicate seafood, but stands up to

of Vintage

heavily seasoned or smoked fish. Would

Port.

kill with kedgeree or tandoori salmon

Food & Drink
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BUSINESS
P
WORKSHO
SERIES
TS
FOR ARTIS

Nonprofit Governance for
Arts Organizations
February 15
Learn how to cultivate a board that
will strengthen your organization.

Intellectual Property Law
February 29
Examine the current law and learn
strategies to protect your creative
work as an artist.

Estate Planning for Artists
March 21
Learn how to best manage your
personal affairs while also
considering the advantages of
different business structures.

A big thank you to our business
community including Kendra
MacDonald and David Gibbs (Deloitte
and Institute of Corporate Directors),
Erin Best (Stewart McKelvey), and
Adrienne Mercer and Sarah Dykema
(McInnes Cooper).
$25 Business & Arts NL members
$35 General public
Registration is required
www.businessandartsnl.com/seminars

Flame On!

was a longtime fixture
of downtown, located
where Chinched Bistro is

Mustang Sally's
is perfecting their
lunch and supper game
right now, while they
consider if and when to
make their grand return
to a late night food
haven.

Mustang
Sally's
Returns to
Downtown

now. They serve wraps,

BY LAUREN POWER

on the fundamentals before attempting

quesadillas, nachos,
stir-frys and salads, all

to the Mustang Sally's crew, the
event was a complete success.
Patrons showed up in droves to
support Easter Seals over their
launch weekend.

custom-made and filled
with whatever you want. Cooks work the

The plan is to stay grounded and keep the

flaming skillet in front of your eyes before

secret sauce flowing. "Right now, I would

serving it up.

say we are trying really hard to listen to our

According to owner Kyle Hickey, Sally's is

says Hickey. "There's a lot of nostalgia here,

taking it slow and steady. She's working
after-hours supremacy. "Right now, we are

Not too long ago, Mustang
Sally's was arguably the
reigning champ of late-night

decisions I've made." According

focusing on delivering a good lunch, supper,
and evening product," he says. "So once we
have that down to a science, we will expand
into the late-night market."

eats downtown.
Another good sign is Mustang Sally's recent
Now, Mustang Sally's Flaming Skillet has

kick-off: an Easter Seals fundraiser. For Hickey,

been re-opened, and is aflame with unbridled

the atypical launch party was a perfect fit."It

desire and re-christened at 203 Water Street

was important for me to build something that

(the former site of Indian buffet Taj Mahal).

had a place in the community, so deciding to

For those unfamiliar, Mustang Sally's

work with Easter Seals was one of the easiest

customers and give them a great product,"
so we want to make sure we deliver the great,
all-around experience people remember."
Owner Kyle Hickey knew we all needed this
place back in our lives, especially for a quick
lunch or meal on the run. So he bought the
brand and reopened it in a perfect location.
Mustang Sally’s is located at
203 Water Street.

Their pint and wine
bar will be open in
early February

Food & Drink
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PHOTOS: ST. JOHN'S FISH EXCHANGE
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Plenty
of Fish

St. John’s
Fish
Exchange
Open on
Water Street
BY LAUREN POWER

We’re in the capital city of

“There’s lots of great St. John’s restaurants

seafood isn’t available locally,

that serve seafood, but no great destination

we go to our first fallback

seafood restaurant,” says owner and

which is Atlantic Canada,

restauranteur Robert Moore. “I just thought

out of the Maritimes, along

it was a phenomenal site for a seafood

with connections to the Boston

restaurant.”

market… anything that you can
name that’s out of the ocean, we’ve got

Now open at 351 Water Street, the restaurant

it on a fresh basis.”

occupies part of the bottom two levels of
the six-storey office building, with nearly

That bountiful catch means a menu that goes

every seat in the house getting a view of

beyond your usual fish and chips. “Alaskan

the harbour. The restaurant is named for

king crab, cod, halibut, sea bass, lobster

the empire of fish merchant Edwin Duder

… mahi mahi, swordfish, shark,” lists Chef

(namesake of Duder’s Lane, where the

Maurizo Modica. “We also have the usual

restaurant is located). That original fish

stuff: chicken, ribs, and steaks.”

exchange was an inspiration for Moore when
he ventured out on his own from his previous

To meet the goal of being a seafood

partnership at Legros & Motti to begin SJFX

destination in a fishing town, Chef Maurizo,

with co-owner Justin Garland.

along with sous chef Dave Jones, stacked
the menu with local favourites like cod

In the months before opening, the team has

tongues, fish and brewis, and their own

worked to find viable markets so they can

take on Jiggs dinner. “It’s deconstructed,”

supply a quality fresh seafood restaurant

says Chef Maurizio, of the seared cod,

fishery, so where’s all the

year-round. “The local market has gotten

served with pease pudding, turnip, cabbage

seafood at?

tremendously better over the past four or

and carrot cooked in salt beef broth. “For

five years,” says Moore. “In times when fresh

any Newfoundlander, they’ll recognize the

an island province with an
historic attachment to the

“

ANYTHING
THAT YOU CAN
NAME THAT’S OUT
OF THE OCEAN,
WE’VE GOT IT ON
A FRESH BASIS.

”

flavours are there, but with
restaurant presentation.”
Chef Maurizio favours the
lobster mac and cheese.
“Coming from the south of

Switzerland and a family from Sicily,
my style of cooking is Mediterranean, so
certainly my flairs are towards the pastas
and those dishes.”
Co-owner Justin Garland says they wanted to
extend the local theme to the bar area. “The
Caesar with the salt beef jerky and the Brigus
martini with the fresh local NL blueberries…
it’s about Newfoundland staples: Your Purity
syrup, your jam jams, your Screech…”
“We’re casual. We want to be open for locals
and the tourist crowd,” likening the vibe to the
Keg. “It’s just about good fresh seafood.”

St. John’s Fish
Exchange is open
at 351 Water Street

Food & Drink

Food
Insecurities,
and Their Effect
on Our People
BY BADGE

In 2014, Newfoundland
reported being the LEAST
food insecure province. Our
households feel the least
worry that there will not be
enough food on the table.
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2016 due to a price catch-up in commodities
markets, reflecting several consecutive poor
growing seasons and droughts coupled
with an El Nino year flooding many growing
areas in the Southern US and Mexico.
Newfoundlanders already pay a slightly higher

Local Lunches
for Less than $10

price for groceries than the other Atlantic
Provinces.

BY EMILY DEMING & FELICITY ROBERTS

Donovan’s
Irving Truck
Stop
MT. PEARL

We are surrounded by water.
Any disruption in the nautical shipping

THE BURGER PLATTER ($9.99 +tax) didn't win any prizes for
creative ingredients, extra special crispiness or the like, but was a solid, well

industry for a major amount of time could

cooked, and well presented "hungry man" size for the money (I couldn't finish all the fries).

cause province-wide vegetable shortages.
Repeated instances of this would further
increase reliance on highly processed,
imperishable foods. Produce shipped from
great distances is also, by nature of ripening,
less nutritious, than similar crops grown
closer to the table.

Briefly summarized, Food Security refers to
a population’s ability to produce, purchase,

/ THE OVERCAST /

If this seems rather dismal, it is because it is.

access, and afford healthy food.
Newfoundland is rich in food preparation,
Consider the figure that Newfoundland

gardening and storage tradition. These were a

imports 90% of its consumed produce which,

matter of necessity – this island is remarkably

at any point only constitutes three days

inhospitable to human life.

worth of supply. Newfoundland relies more
heavily on fast food than any other province.

Traditions fade in the light of modernization;

We also have the lowest number of grocery

cultures must decide whether or not they are

stores in comparison to corner stores and

valuable enough to hold onto. In our case, we

fast-food restaurants. We consume more

may find that these traditions will serve us

types of highly processed foods than other

well again in the times ahead.

provinces and fewer vegetables (lower even
than Nunavut – the most food insecure of all

The provincial government, NGOs, citizen

the provinces and territories). This has lead to

groups and many local businesses are leading

Newfoundland becoming the most overweight

the resurgence in pre-confederation food

and obese province, also having the highest

practices mixed with modern organization.

rates of diabetes.
Check out the Community Supported
Newfoundland is also notable for having the

Agriculture program, Island Composting or

smallest domestic agriculture production

follow Food First NL. Community gardens,

sector of any province. We rate the lowest

bulk share programs, the farmers market and

in agriculture entrepreneurship and in land

the many Government food programs are all

utilized for agriculture. Domestically we

seeking to steer Newfoundland into realizing

produce adequate chicken, eggs, and dairy (all

its potential for nourishing its residents and

of which require grains, which are imports).

vice-versa.

Even our fishery is largely used to supply
international markets where seafood is a

The most important thing that we

luxury item with more consumers offering

as citizens can do is support

higher prices.

and grow these initiatives. The
winter gives us all a beautiful

Economic outlooks say that Canadians could

time to plan for the bountiful

wind up paying $350 more for groceries in

months that lay ahead.

THE BREAKFAST SANDWICH ($4.49 +tax), was standard diner-style, with American
cheese, bacon, and a fried egg on an English muffin. Nothing wrong with it. Plenty right
with the price. You can add hash browns for $2.49. If I were to do it over (and I’d say the
odds are good), I would get two breakfast sandwiches and skip the potatoes.
ATMOSPHERE: A road trip in one stop. Gas up, then head through the convenience store
to the restaurant. Down home service is the stellar point here, as if the waitress might
believe you are a friend of her cousin's and is being extra nice to you. Lots of sunlight and
a warm open feeling make it as comfortable as any cafe to sit and linger over a beverage
with a friend and have a chat. You will not find yourself wanting for a coffee refill either;
efficient caffeine delivery is given the respect it deserves.

Read up on
Food Trends
Emerging
in 2016
Bigger ain’t better when it comes to the
length of ingredient lists on the foods
we buy. And that’s driving the trend
towards whole foods in 2016. Foodies
have been eating this way for years, and
now the general public is hopping on the
bandwagon.
PICKLED ... EVERYTHING
You can pickle anything these days,
and restaurants are doing just that,
particularly for their charcuterie boards.
The results are not only tasty, they’re
good for you: fermented foods are packed
with probiotics, and your stomach loves
probiotics.
AMARANTH
Amaranth is a seed or grain food
comparable to quinoa in that it can be

used in the same way, or as a substitute
for quinoa in the dishes you’d normally
use quinoa in. So, if you’re getting sick of
all that quinoa you eat, amaranth offers
the full suite of amino acids deemed vital
for our health.
BANANA FLOUR
Banada flour is made from green
bananas. It has a nutty flavour. Peopel
are adding it to smoothies, salad
dressings, and salads, but its main
use is as a substitute for wheat flour
– it’s gluten free and tastier, and you
don’t have to use much, because it’s
exceptionally absorbent. It’s high levels
of “resistant starch” mean it’s great for
staving off colon cancer, and combating
diabetes.
CACTUS WATER
Cactus water has all the health benefits
of cocumut water, but with half the
calories. It’ll do everything from reduce
under-eye puffiness to easing your
aching muscles. And because it’s rich
in taurine, it’s a natural energy boost.
It’s also rich in cancer combating
antioxidants.
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Worth Your Dime
Select February Events
For comprehensive event listings or to add your own events:
theovercast.ca/events

SJIWFF PRESENTS:
OSCAR’S “LIVE ACTION SHORT” NOMINEES
FEB. 20TH @ THE ROCKET ROOM, 7PM
Wanna watch some of short films nominees for this year’s Oscars? Wanna do something for a
good cause? This event lets you do both! Check out the 5 finalists in the “Live Action Short Film”
category on the 20th at 7pm. They are: Ave Marie, in which five nuns find their routine disrupted
when the car of a family of Israeli settlers breaks down outside the convent. The nuns are not
allowed to use a telephone, and they’ve taken a vow of silence, so, how will they help this family
in need?; Day One, After a painful divorce, an Afghan-American woman joins the U.S. military
as an interpreter and is sent to Afghanistan. She must bridge the gender and culture gap to help
a man's pregnant wife when she goes into labor.”; Everything Will Be Okay, Michael, a divorced
father, picks up his 8 year old daughter, Lea, for their usual weekend together. “At first it feels
like a normal visit, but Lea soon realizes that something is different, and so begins a fateful
journey.”; Shok, “In Kosovo in 1998, two young boys are best friends living normal lives, but as
war engulfs their country, their daily existence becomes filled with violence and fear.”; Stutterer,
“For a lonely typographer, an online relationship has provided a much-needed connection
without revealing the speech impediment that has kept him isolated. Now, however, he is faced
with the proposition of meeting his online paramour in the flesh, and thereby revealing the truth
about himself.” Get your tickets for $25, and that price includes a plate of hors d’oeuvres from
Rocket Bakery! You can buy tickets here: womensfilmfestival.com

TAKE THE KIDS FOR A SWING ...
DANCE WITH THE SWINGING BELLES
FEBRUARY 13TH @ THE LANTERN, 1:30PM
Any parent can appreciate the joy of a kid’s event that’s equally enjoyable for the parents, right?
Well, there’s an all-star trio in town, who’ve been racking up award nominations all across the
country: they’re our very own kids swing band, The Swinging Belles, and their packed shows
provide that full-family funtime experience. The Swinging Belles are two teachers and talented
musicians, Erin Power and Laura Winter, with guitar guru Duane Andrews. Their next show, at
The Lantern in Georgestown, starts at 2pm, but they encourage you to come at 1:30 for their
“pre-show Belle Hop, a time for the kids to make a craft and help decorate our Winter Welcome
Tree!” They’ll have lots of hearts and mittens to decorate, “but why not bring along a pair of real
mittens to add to the tree? All mittens collected will be donated to the Association for New
Canadians to add to their Winter Welcome Packages. So that’s right, you can warm the Belles’
hearts by warming someone's hands. Tickets are $15 a head, but kids 3 and under get in for free.
Tickets are available at Fred's Records AND O'Brien's Music.“Laura and I are both primary school
teachers,” Erin says, “so we know firsthand the joy that kids feel when they can boogie to some
good time music, and as parents, Duane and I know the importance of enjoying the music that our
kids are listening to!” Part of The Swinging Belles’ charm — besides those killer harmonies and
catchy tunes — is their lyrics. You’ve got to hear the wit to believe it, so, don’t miss it.

Events

Music
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Mopey’s Total Education is
a Total Genre Tour du Force
BY CHAD PELLEY

Kujo’s Got Nothin's Got Somethin'
BY BRAD PRETTY

the dynamic meandering there's a strong
foundation for every song.

Calling this album “Got
Nothin'” is a straight up lie.
That's because it's got it all;
at least, everything a good
rock album needs: slick
psyched-out riffs, warm
tube tones, and skilled
shifts of symmetry that
balance pop and grit.
After repeated listens, one comes to the
realization there's very little musical territory
that these four fellows eschew. It's the
marriage of a myriad of interests, where no

Recognizing this mix is key to understanding
what Kujo does; they make real rock music,
but they make it real weird. From the outset,
it's not hard to see that this is not your
derivative rock album. “Party Pak” is a high
energy dive-in that steadily leads into a
screaming outro. Each consecutive song is
shaped within its own mold. The title track is
a synth-laden groove that sounds little like
the songs that bookend it.
In order to bring to light the versatility,
one need not look further than a run of
three songs in the middle of the album that

dominant school of rock music is ignored.

starts with the sly “Bojangles,” which might

Classic guitar rock may be the bearded

Underground mentality with a reggae core.

and gruff groom, but the sleek, sexy bride

It segues into “Pictures of Willy” which

is early 80's Bowie and neither have been

comes from the opposite polarity with

faithful. This intermingling escapes as an

a great stoner rock riff. Then there's the

assortment of distinct experimental forays,

upbeat and funky (but beautifully dissonant)

while always sustaining an intrinsic Kujo

single “Wordbird,” finishing off the trio.

spirit that's slightly neurotic but always in

There's a Zappa-esque zaniness that

control. That spirit is on full display through

pervades “Got Nothin'” but that's just part

all 11 songs.

of the charm.

Every songs stretches to be something

Victor Lewis is known to be one of the most

bigger than a couple of good lines or a

ingenious musical voices in the city through

catchy guitar hook. There's a grandiose

his solo work and other collaborations,

ethos, but there's also a sublime

and this album is no different. It just might

understanding that good rock music

be the gold standard of an already strong

comes from knowing when to change

body of work. It epitomizes what creativity

it up. A pervasive complexity of texture

and inspiration can lend to raw talent. To

arises throughout the album, but for all of

reiterate: Got Nothin's got somethin'

be my favourite track. It's got a Velvet

There is not much
ground left uncovered on
Mopey’s new album, Total
Education, and it manages
to sweep through a
variety of genres with an
ease and cohesion that
showcases the band's
commendable versatility
and musicianship.
It’s an album with something for basically
everyone, geared towards the increasingly
rare listener who is up for that kind of
album-spanning listening adventure.
In other words, it’s an album for people
hungry for sounds they haven’t heard
before. (Check Out “Whostorian Quaterly,”
it sounds like Gang of Four and/or The
Dismemberment Plan jamming with
a drunk drum machine. And that’s a
fabulous thing.) Total Education starts fast
and furious, calming itself down by track
3 for some experimental, quiet sounds
that haven’t quite come from anyone in
this town. Except maybe track 5, “In Your
Shadow,” which approximates a more
jittery take on what Patrick Canning (aka
Sad Tax) writes. Also a good thing.
The album opens with a bang:
“Confessions of a Break Open Addict”
is a heavy, surfy spin on punk, and it
sets the tone for the fearlessly direct
and adventurous vocals that help define
the album. “The Problem” follows suit,
and might be the album’s highlight: this
is a fantastic, in-your-face post punk
song that defies the simplistic 3-chord
powerchord recipe that usually entraps
the genre. The chugging bassline, searing
guitar, and feral vocal work make the
song shine. “Love Struck You Dumb” rolls

in as number three to mix things up with
an undefinable slow rocker. From the
tripped-out synth panning back and forth,
to a touch of Meg “Scrambled Meggz”
Harnum on backup vocals, the song’ll
lodge itself in your head for the day.
This album is a mish mash of musical
sounds, not even afraid of borrowing
from metal, and it works, all of it, in
being accessible too, even if you’re a
reserved listener of exploratory bands.
Mopey is pioneering something here, and
it’s safe to say time will honour it if they
keep pushing themselves to push the
envelope like this.
This is striking work on its face value, and
also notable in that the people who made
it are awfully young to be creating music
this original, good, and solid. Mentioning
their age shouldn’t evoke “ones to keep an
eye on,” as Mopey is more like something
to aspire to: it is music as it should be:
distinct to the band that made it.
If you’re a songwriter, flick on “Ballad of
the Pale Kidz,” it’s not the kind of intro
or vocal melody most of us would’ve
come up with. Lastly, it should be noted
that there’s a song on here entitled
“Your Body is a Splash’n’ Putt.” Best
local-reference song title ever? All in all
it’s a good album to sit back and take
in, for the lack of predictability in where
it’s going. Total Education does a great
job of all the ground it covers, and good
luck picking a favourite off an album
this varied.

Music
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Two-fifths of The Burning
Hell Release an Album of
Heavenly Duets

PHOTO: BANDCAMP.COM
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Catch these two on
Valentine’s Day at The
Ship, 8pm, for their
“Someone to Duet
With” event

BY CHAD PELLEY

“In the spirit of the great
duet albums of the 1960s,”
real-life couple Ariel
Sharratt & Mathias Kom set
out to “shine wry warmth on
the shadowy corners of love
between human beings.”
Best known as the core two-fifths of The
Burning Hell, Ariel and Mathias released their
debut as a duo through Headless Owl Records.
It’s called Don’t Believe the Hyperreal.
The couple have gone soft and charming for an
album of lyrically endearing love songs, that few
others could have pulled off so well. To quote
a line from the album’s single, “Love songs
are dumb, [but] wait ‘til you hear these ones.”
They pull it off by being too sincere and clever
to be cheesy, and by setting the words to music
more moody and broody than the candied-up
pop songs, or the twangy country singalongs
we’re accustomed to when we hear the D word.
In doing so, they’ve taken the classic
duet tradition into their loving arms and
transformed it to meet their own musical
stylings, featuring Burning Hell signatures
like Sharratt’s clarinet, and Kom’s lyrical
prowess. The lyrics are too perfect to be
anything but authentic and fetching, which is
no surprise: if there’s one Canadian songwriter
out there rivalling John K. Samson for
Canada’s best lyricist, it’s Mathias Kom.

The album cover is full of famous couples
– Ross & Rachel, Lennon & Yoko, Homer
& Marge — and speaking of covers, one of
the album standouts is a cover song, Blimp
Rock’s “The Love that Treats You Right.”
“I love all of Blimp Rock’s songs,” says Kom,
“but I think that one is actually my favourite
breakup song ever written, and as someone
who used to write a whole lot of breakup
songs (with Kim Barlow, for our band, Spring
Breakup) I suppose I couldn’t resist.”

Isle of
Ease’s Roads

Another standout is “Eugene and Maurice,”
based on the “true lives and even truer love
of illustrator/author Maurice Sendak and his
lifelong partner, the psychoanalyst Eugene
Glynn.” Maurice is the author of Where the
Wild Things Are.“I’ve always found the story
of Eugene & Maurice’s romance very moving,”
says Kom. “First, they lived through some
especially momentous and difficult times in
the history of LGBT rights in North America;
Maurice never even told his own parents
of their 50+ year relationship. “Second, in
their respective fields of psychoanalysis and
children’s literature, they were both deeply
concerned with the impacts that human beings
can have on one another, for good and bad.”

Can an acoustic album
have the anthemic, or
emotional power of a fullon rock album?
In the case of this album, yes, absolutely.
Isle of ease’s second album, and LP
debut, is defined by a rowdy and always
emotionally packed sound that pulls
on something primitive in its listener,
the way the best music does. These are
footstompers, with commendable song
structures, alternating with slower jams.
It’s an interesting sound, and as far as the
local music scene goes – an interesting
sound no one else is filling at the moment.
They cover enough sonic ground here that
they could be on a bill alongside any sort of
local band, and that alone makes the album
an interesting, accessible one for a huge
range of music fans.

Also on the album is “Fuck the Government,
I Love You,”: the semi-autobiographical story
of how Mathias and Ariel met at a party. It’s
a single so good it’s worth the cost of the
album alone. A band version of this track will
appear on The Burning Hell’s forthcoming
album, Public Library (2016).

this album, and they do. They’re like fabulous

worse, and will leave listeners longing for an
epic +1 in their lives, or appreciating the person
currently co-piloting their lives.
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short stories set to music that knows not

transformative power of love, for better and for

of the record does an exceptional job of
showcasing that, while also imbuing the
record in a sound as distinct as their songs.
these songs, and every track feels full of
well-placed fingers snaps, swirling organs,
or innovative background vocals so the
songs feel infectiously full catchy and
anything but dull. See “Nor-Easter” for a
great example of this, kick back with it on

album, the lyrics really did need to matter on

album achieves its goal of exploring the

crafted tunes, and the production style

There are constantly surprising twists in

Given the bareboned acoustic nature of the

to get in the way of the words. In short, the

singalongs. These are heartfelt, carefully

The album opens with its single, “Roads,”
and from its aching opening riff, it straps
you in for a ride through a seven-minute
ballad that builds and blooms and drives
you like a tour bus through unpredictable
territory. The album’s second track,
“Conscription Eye,” follows suit and is
the best example of how the band really,
really harness a bounce-and-sway rhythm
that makes their songs such footstompin’

and listen to how they fill any spaces and
gaps in the core of the song.
Which is not to say they don’t appreciate
proper pace management and track listing.
Track four slows things down with a simple
love song called “Like That,” and the song’s
title is a contraction of a plea in the song
for a lover to come over for tea. “Would
you like that? I would like that.” But again,
for a simple, slow, acoustic song, they
know how to keep things interesting and
engaging with some reverb-ed whistles,
bouncy guitar work, and just the right
brushstroked drums. Track 5, a piano
ballad, drops all of the trickery in the other
songs, before the ensuing upswing in temp
from tracks 6-10. The strumming on track
6, “Stepping Stones,” is rowdy enough you’d
be right to wonder if robot machine hands
is strumming that guitar. And as always
the drums are doing just the right thing for
the song. If you like songs that chant and
roar and beg you to move, and if you like
energetic acoustic-driven songs, then here’s
an easy recommendation for you.
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Elling Lien’s New Organization,
UNpossible, Taking Local RPM
Challenge to New Heights
BY LUKAS WALL

The RPM Challenge
challenges anyone to record
an album of original music
in the month of February.
Luckily, as a leap year, 2016
offers an extra day to record
the ten songs or 35 minutes
of music needed to meet the
challenge.
The challenge first started in Newfoundland in
2008 when Elling Lien, via The Scope, urged
local musicians and non-musicians alike to
record a record in February. The first year
yielded 22 albums, but these last few years
average a whopping 135 releases a year. With
the challenge now in its ninth year, more than
800 local albums have been recorded and
released for the challenge.
As of this year, Elling Lien’s new organization,
UNpossible NL, will spearhead the NL RPM
effort. “RPM gives people this great excuse
to make something for the fun of it without
being judged, because, I mean, you made it
in a month. And that can be really liberating.
The RPM Challenge isn't a contest, so it frees
people up to just experiment and learn and
just try out ideas for fun. Want to record a
song about your dog Max? Great. You want to
try rapping? Great. People just try things out
and then play it for their friends or the RPM
community here. Sometimes surprising things
work — or they don't — but what odds!”
The idea behind Unpossible Newfoundland
& Labrador is to find ways to give locals that
same sense of creative liberty and expression

with all kinds of art, “and to make people feel
supported in making adventurous choices.
Expressing yourself is important. I mean, just
because you aren't excellent at something
doesn't mean you shouldn't do it. You also can’t
get better at something if you don’t work at it.”
THERE’S A NEW RPM
MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
This works both ways. If you want to help
people make stuff, or, get help making
stuff, visit unpossible.co/mentorshippenpal
Experienced musician are asked to donate
1 hour to bounce a few emails back and
forth with a novice RPMer to help them
make their album come true.

If you’re feeling good about your RPM Streak, there are two fabulous artists in town
who will always have unbreakable records, if they keep at it: AM/FM Dreams and
Patrick Canning (aka Sad Tax; SuperGod) haven’t missed a year since 2008 (Canning
produced a record in 2008).
Their RPM records are always among the year’s best releases period, and they don’t play
live, so, their yearly RPMs are basically all we get from them. AM/FM Dreams write a
striking variety of songs that appeal to anyone nostalgic for the mish mash of music that
came out of the 90’s (everything from Beck to Riot Grrl stuff), because they take a lot of those
sounds and situate them in modern music. And that’s a killer recipe for music. Notably,
their albums run the full gamut of tempo, genre, and experimentation. For example, last’s
year’s fabulous AM/FM Dreams album had some roaring rock songs, embraced bluegrass,
flirted with calypso’s swagger, borrowed pop hooks, bursted wide open with creativity
on “Boomtown,” and closed with a quiet uke ballad for the aging musician. All in all, the
band puts their versatile, unique spin on so many genres you can’t not like them. Patrick
Canning is RPM-famous, or Bandcamp-legendary. At patrickcanning.bandcamp.com you’ll
find a whopping 16 albums, under various monikers, that sound like nothing you’ve heard
a hundred times already. Sad Tax albums stand out for their outright originality, for their
impressive diversity from track to track, and for their strikingly mad brilliance. How he
conceives, channels, and executes these sounds and songs is extremely impressive and
marks him as one of St. John’s top 3 original songwriters. He’s also one of the city’s best
illustrators, and no stranger to cover art for his and other bands in town.

Aine and Annie,
Annie and Aine:
Two Frequent RPM
Collaborators Who
Need to Give Us Another
Collaborative RPM

ROCKET BAKERY TO HOST
LISTENING PARTIES
A live and public RPM Challenge listening
party, of one song by each artist, will take
place at Rocket Bakery’s Orbit Room on March
6th and 7th, with artist interviews. If you can’t
make it, stream it at nlrpm.com

Collaborations among local musicians
are quite common for RPM projects.
There have been many, but to single out
two, Annie McEwen and Aine MacLellan
have worked both together and apart
on various RPM albums. They’re shining
examples of the power of pals hitting
record together.

No Gear is No Excuse Not to Record This Year!
Common Ground on Harvey Road is letting UNpossible turn a small room
into an inexpensive recording space for RPMers. If you have any gear to
donate, contact elling@nlrpm.com.
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Two Stalwart RPM-ers You Should
Definitely Know about By Now

CBC NL TO HOST AN
RPM SONG CONTEST
Throughout February, RPM is asking
musicians to send videos of their best new
song. RPM will post the video on Facebook
and the song with the most shares wins a live
appearance on CBC Radio One. The winning
musician will also receive a CBC video and
audio recording of their appearance.

WEEKLY KARAOKE SOCIALS
FOR RPM COMMUNITY
Every Friday night at Peter Easton Pub,
unstrap your guitar and go see what your
fellow RPMers are saying over a few beers and
karaoke songs. The events are free.
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Annie McEwen was one of 4 songwriters
on Caribou Horses’ 2013 offering, Songs
for Mal. This semi-legendary one-off
RPM project was a collaboration among
some of St. John’s finest songwriters:
Joanna Barker, Bryan Power (Pilot to
Bombardier), and a since-emigrated CFA:
Rebecca South. Each songwriter penned
a few songs and joined each other on
their contributions. For a lot of us, it was
a first time hearing from Annie McEwen,
and she floored us with every aspect

of her songwriting: a voice that shines
like the Northern Lights, an original
and striking approach to the guitar, and
great lyrics. Her work is altogether solid,
arresting stuff.
The Confidence Club’s 2012 offering
saw Annie and Aine in collaboration for
a collection of each other’s songs that
melded Annie’s beautiful, aching songs
with Aine’s hookier, happier takes on
romance – the harmonies will haunt you,
if not squash the bejesus out of your poor
heart. See “Barnacle Blues” and
“Apple Core” for two should-be
St. John’s classics.
Aine’s more recent collaboration was
The Ginger Snaps’ Runs with Wolves
(2014). Her sidekick this time was Jen
Cake, a roommate turned bandmate.
The two would hear each other playing
songs through their walls, and sing along
or shout encouraging remarks, until the
light bulb went off: let’s do an RPM? It’s
folk in its purest, no drums form. In fact
there’s very minimal instrumentation,
just a pile of catchy uke-and-guitar based
folk songs, with some clever lyrics more
sweet than a banana split.

Retail
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A Trip Down Memory
Lane: The Benefits of
Buying Video Games at
Games XChange

BY ADAM HARDING

Much like music, movies,
comics, and other
collectibles, video games
tend to serve as a vehicle
for shameless nostalgia and
good memories.

entirety of the 1990s and
early 2000s. Besides the

Games XChange
is located at 342
Freshwater
Road

plethora of old DVDs that are
being liquidated, you’ll find

90’s kid. I think nostalgia is
something that definitely sells
in St. John’s, and isn’t confined

to romanticizing about good times

everything from old Super Nintendo rarities,

we’ve had at bars, parties, and coffee shops.

forgotten gems on niche consoles like the

Sitting around at home with a few friends has

Sega Dreamcast, and also used titles for

definitely been a bit of fun too, and some of

modern consoles like the PS4 and Xbox One.

these old games were part of that a lot of the
time. “Customers always say that looking at

Some people opt for buying games online, but

the older titles is a trip down memory lane”

much like a record store, there’s something

Ken says “In a small town that sees hardships

special about walking into a store, seeing the

from time to time, people love playing games

tangible product on the shelf, chatting with

they grew up on and reliving great memories.

him was the time we made it to the last level in

the staff, and ultimately supporting a local

It’s also great for younger generations to

Battletoads for Sega (this is impressive), after

business. “People love shopping for older

experience games they’ve missed out on.”

eating an entire jumbo pizza and garlic fingers,

games in a store because they get to see the

not to mention the 2 litre of Pepsi we split

condition of it and have it in hand without

In an age where we’re constantly connected,

between two of us. Basically, the glory days.

waiting a long time, or dealing with shipping

it’s odd to think that even the games we play

and import fees,” says manager Ken Calcutt.

involve our phone or tablets, and usually

One man’s trash is another man’s treasure,

“We have a warranty, so customers know

include some type of online feature. I’ve

and some people in the city have made a

they have some security when they’re buying

personally been finding that it feels a little

business out of dealing in this nostalgic

a game that might be older than them.”

refreshing to plug in a machine that doesn’t

Over the holidays I ran into someone I hadn’t

16-bit cartridge aesthetic that some would

seen since elementary school, and among the

deem obsolete or outdated. Games XChange

What differentiates Games XChange from

going big or going home, I do think picking

standard “When did you get home?” and other

on 342 Freshwater Road (next door to

the franchise stores is they’re selling ancient

up a book more often would come highly

small talk, what I remembered most about

Manna Bakery) is a like a little portal to the

relics from the childhood of your average

recommended as well, but hey, baby steps.

have a Facebook app installed on it. If we’re

Retail
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Internal Transformation under
the Same Historic Roof BY EMILY DEMING

Winterholme (an iconic
Queen Anne-style mansion
across from Bannerman
Park) in 1979.
Cook has lived and worked there for most
of her life. As her parents transformed
it from apartments into a twelve suite
Bed and Breakfast in 1993, she grew up
occupying various bedrooms on every
floor of the house. Working for the family
business since 2000, she added a small
spa for guests in 2007. It did well, and
she converted more of the guest suites,
expanding it to eventually occupy the entire
third floor. She also had an extension
added to the back of the historic building
for her living quarters. Cook officially took
ownership in 2012. To continue the growth
of both her business and her quality of life,
Cook looked to the slightly-less-than-24hr
arm of her business as a model (the spa
and event space rental) and away from the

LOVEFEST!

WINE, YOGA, & CHOCOLATE February 11
New toPARTY
Nova? February 12
DHARMA DANCE
Try 30FOR
DaysSYRIA
for $30!February 13
KARMA CLASS
THAI YOGA MASSAGE FOR 2 February 13
PARTNER YOGA February 14

GIVE YOURSELF A BLISSFUL BOOST!

30 DAY CHALLENGE
starts February 8

125 Long's Hill / novayogaonline.com / 743.8303
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Winterholme Wellness Centre

Lisa Cook’s family bought
Produced in partnership with ArtsNL and Canadian Heritage
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round the clock B and B.
Enter Rebecca Gladney, Registered
Massage Therapist (RMT) and owner/
operator of Thrive Therapeutic Massage
in the West End. Gladney’s client list had
grown threefold in three years and was the
only non-spa winner (bronze) for bestmassage in the Overcast’s 2015 best-of

kinesiology, physiotherapy, plus yoga
and pilates classes and a small gym for
rehabilitation work and personal training.
Gladney is now the Wellness Managing
Partner (and one of the two RMTs on
staff). She sees no down side in this move
as none of the over 300 clients in her
database took her up on her offer to refer
any who preferred to remain in the west
end to another provider. Gladney says that
the ease of communication between the
various treatment providers all under one
roof “allows [them] to give the best possible
care and progress through [a client’s] injury
as fast as possible.” And the additional
space and “naturally calming and tranquil
location” have made it possible to extend
her services to include hot stone massage
and other relaxation services, such as
couples massage, in coordination with the
spa aestheticians.
In Northern California, the mothership
of wellness centres, they have the
embarrassingly unironic saying “If you’re
not working on yourself, you’re not
working.” Though the coastlines of Eastern
Newfoundland and Western California can
be slant mirror images in the right light (and
weather), and relaxation is a touted ambition
in both places (savasana/the cabin), the
atmosphere of personal wellness in the
North Atlantic vs the Pacific is decidedly

poll. Friends from synchronized swimming,

divergent. Winterholme’s practitioners and

Cook and Gladney began making plans over

management are as modern and savvy as

a pizza one night to actualize Gladney’s

you like, but it is still historic St. John’s to

need to expand and Cook’s vision of

the core. The casual antique decor of a long-

Winterholme as a “full style spa/wellness

running B and B remains without update.

centre.” The two friendepreneurs have seen

The locally cherished vector of “Get the work

each other almost every day since.

done. Good enough” in this case leads to a
philosophy of client care geared towards real

As of January (2016), the remaining 8 suites

and efficient physical progress as opposed

have been converted into treatment rooms

to the never ending, always mirror-gazing,

for licensed massage therapy, acupuncture,

self-improving health centres of California.
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BY EMILY DEMING

“Festivals and Special Events,” according to
councillor-at-large Dave Lane, the allocation
there had increased in recent years but the
awarding of it had not kept pace, leaving a
larger portion in the pot and unused each
year. Lane explains that this cut, while still
a 50% cut in allocation within the budget,
may not result in a 50% reduction in money
granted as compared to previous years.
However, according to at least one local
Arts organization with an annual festival,
their grants from the city have declined the
past three years even as the allocation was
growing and money was being left unspent.

becomes clear when considering where
the money goes. Last November, The

The 50% funding cuts to The Arts

and Labrador (CSC) published a pilot study,

from the city budget discussed

“Demonstrating the economic contributions

the result of changes to the

of Community Sector Organizations in the
St. John’s Region.” This study developed a
methodology for measuring direct, indirect

Recreational and Cultural

and induced economic impact of Community

Services “Grants and Subsidies”

organizations (non-profit and volunteer run) in

allocations.
2016 policy has consolidated the community,
arts, sports and recreation applications.
The efficiency behind this “experiment,” as
described by councillor Sandy Hickman,
hinges on money allocated to each category
which was held back in the event of a late
application of strong merit: a contingency
fund. But each year, some money was still
left in those pots. A contingency was turning
into an untapped resource. Some of this
“money left in the pot” is what The City has
now allocated to restore one portion of
the arts cuts (Grants to Individual Artists/
Organizations). Arts Procurement is still cut
completely and Festivals and Special Events
still cut by half.

f e b rua ry

A.R. Gurney’s
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The importance of spending what is allocated

Community Sector Council of Newfoundland

widely through January were
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Is the Frescoed
City Sky Falling?
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perfor med by Susan Bonnell and Dave Walsh
directed by Jenn Deon

stage managed by John Bonnell
tickets $25 and $22
available at the arts and culture centre box of fice
Call 729-3900 or visit www.artsandculturecentre.com

our larger metropolitan region. Their sample
of 45 participating organizations included
those from the arts, health services, tourism,
sports & recreation, disability support,
justice and more. While these community
groups are generally appreciated for their
societal contributions, Penny Rowe (CSC ’s
Chief Executive Officer) emphasized that “in
addition to the fundamental work they do [to
fulfill their various mission statements], they
generate economic opportunities … The pilot
participants alone directly employ 804 full
time (or equivalent) staff with an implied 475
jobs indirectly created through spending.” With
national grants/donors funding a large portion
of the revenue for the community sector

small overall budgets. With each grant cycle

even by the most creative among us?

budgets, and the majority of expenditures

the organizers of the festivals and the creators

Longtime arts advocate/filmmaker/actor

happening in-province, these groups have a

of the theatre, dance, written and visual arts

Ruth Lawrence says that, for several festivals

significant effect on our local economy.

must “cut the cloth to fit [the budget]. We don't

with whom she works closely, “this cut [to

go in the hole; we just size accordingly” says

festivals and special events] is devastating …

If the portion of community sector revenue

Sound Symposium Director Kathy Clarke

If the cuts remain, our flagship festivals, some

coming from the municipality is small anyway

Weary. This efficient and “make-do” attitude

of the main tourist and cultural attractions

compared to other sources, and technically it

permeates every aspect of community

our city has to offer, will suffer untold

allocations making up the larger line item,

is just being recycled within the city, why are

organization planning. But necessarily, when

consequences.” If that happens we might

has some arts organizations concerned that

advocates so vocal in their work to maintain

the size of a project decreases, so does the

expect the small engines of economy that

their field was not considered as vital to the

or grow those small grants and subsidies?

targeted local spending. And isn’t there some

are our arts and community groups to slow

city as other groups competing for these

Community and volunteer organizations,

inevitable cut off, where the cloth is cut so

or halt, and so a diversified infrastructure of

dollars. As for the specific subcategory of

including arts organizations, work within very

small that nothing much can be made from it,

pipelines for Money From Away erodes.

Ideally, consolidation would result in a larger
percentage of the money allocated for grants
to be spent each year. But, that arts were
disproportionately cut to begin with, from the
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Land of Mirrors Imagines the
New Newfoundland We’re
Transitioning Towards
We are becoming a new
province: the future
Newfoundland is shaping us
as we speak, and much like
a teenager, our province is
moving towards a new identity
every day.
We can see it happening. We’re not known for
Ches’s anymore, we’re known for Raymonds;
Oil is drying up, pennies are being pinched, so
what will fund our future?
We are in a state of flux and evolution, and we
are a hardy, historic province whose ethereal
and creative spirit is quite capable of riding this
out – but what will this new Newfoundland
look like? Well, Eastern Edge Gallery launched
its 2016 programming with a group exhibition
that explores all of this. Curated by Mary
MacDonald, Land of Mirrors features work
from five critically acclaimed local artists:
Michael Flaherty, Will Gill, Philippa Jones, Jerry
Ropson, and Jason Wells.
We know our history, but what will our future
look like? Land of Mirrors asks the question,
“What does Newfoundland dream about now?
What cultural imaginaries do artists reflect,
what new images and ideas splinter and
refract?”
Filtering these kinds of questions through five
local artists have yielded some interesting
pieces of work that reflect our collective
cultural imaginations and each artist's own
personal visions in equal measure. “For Land
of Mirrors, we imagined the gallery space as
a sort of experimental playground to work
through new ideas and new projects,” says
curator Mary MacDonald. “With three of the
artists adding to their projects until opening
day, their installations and performances really
came together! They were able to spend a lot

This Exhibit
runs until March 2nd
at The Eastern Edge
Gallery on Harbour
Drive

of time in the space
with one another
installing and
talking about their works.”

Colour and
Collaboration
A conversation
with Steve
Cook at NIFCO
BY MARK HOFFE

Mary says this helped create some wonderful
formal and contextual relationships within
Land of Mirrors. “There is definitely a
paranormal vibe throughout the exhibition,
and a deep relationship to the land, its
material, and personal ritual.”

As its full-time facility

“Michael Flaherty’s photographs of ceramic
shards under water, and Jerry Ropson’s black
turnips evoke a similar feeling of loss and an
unknown future for our culture’s fragments.
Even Jason Wells' opening night performance
played out a narrative of loss, whereby
Irma Gerd offered pieces of her face to the
audience. Here the queer and Newfoundland
body was being parceled off piece by piece for
others to hold.”

(NIFCO) inside out.

“In another part of the gallery, Will Gill’s
dazzled figure, and Philippa Jones’
investigations of the ‘bubble’ explore the
Newfoundland landscape in a way we haven’t
seen it before. It is a playful yet complex
narrative about belonging and not belonging,
here and nowhere. Perhaps this speaks to
a general sense of production on an often
forgotten island, or simply our more direct
relationship to the land that offers new
possibilities for contemporary myth-making
and a new symbolism?”
Land of Mirrors also features a “Further
Fictions Library,” which is a micro-collection
of some of the province's most compelling
literary voices, meant to explore the idea of a
“Newfoundland imaginary and the glimmering
edges of North Atlantic Gothic literature.” The
Further Fictions Library includes passages
from works by Michael Crummey, Ellen Bryan
Obed, Joel Thomas Hynes, Wayne Johnston,
Kathleen Winter, and Lisa Moore.

director and colourist,
Steve Cook knows The
Newfoundland Independent
Filmmakers Co-operative

He’s currently deep into important
upgrades to keep NIFCO on the cutting
edge of post-production technology,
but, lucky for us, he put his generosity
to work and made time to discuss what
he does.
When did your career
with NIFCO begin?
I’ve been at NIFCO since 1999, but before
that I was involved when NIFCO bought
its first computer based editing systems
in 1994, so this is twenty-two years in
total NIFCO time. I’ve been tasked with
keeping NIFCO on the cutting edge of
post-production technology since then.
What does a colourist do?
A colourist helps the filmmaker make
the images of a film look the best
they can and balance and match each
shot within a scene. Sometimes it’s
simply making the image look normal.
Often, though, it’s interpreting and
implementing a ‘look’ that adds to the
storytelling. I use various techniques
such as adjusting contrast, adding
vibrancy, or reducing saturation to
invoke the viewer to feel what is
happening in a scene or film.
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What keeps you passionate
about work?
The filmmakers. I’ve worked with some
incredibly talented people over the years.
They’ve taught me so much about the art
of filmmaking. I’ll never want to make
my own film, but I will be as enthusiastic
as they are, and I take their direction and
ideas to add to their vision. I absolutely
love the collaboration. There’s also the
technology side of colouring and postproduction. I get to work with the best
equipment, the latest tools, and the best
people here at NIFCO.
Were there any unique challenges
that forced you to develop your
skills to a higher degree?
The biggest project was obviously
Republic of Doyle. I coloured every
episode over the six years it was in
production. It really taught me to
make good quick decisions, and I think
everyone was generally pleased with
how the show looked and featured the
City of St. John’s. The NIFCO Picture
Start films are always fun to do because
the filmmakers always want to do
something a little different, and the
production value is high on those films.
I guess the biggest challenge is always
trying to stay up on the latest software
and technologies. NIFCO is in the midst
of making the leap from HD to UHD (4K)
and High Dynamic Range image capture.
The images of today will look vastly
different in a year or two.
What advice do you have for
any local budding colourists?
I would say learn about the craft from
watching films and observe how the
filmmaker uses colour to tell the story.
Work with people that are inspired
and want to make movies. Observe
nature, as well. Look at everything
with different lights. It’s important to
understand what different times of day
look like. Learn about the technical
aspects of filmmaking. A complete
understanding of colour science and
camera formats is also vitally important.
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Don't Miss Our Web-exclusive
Stories Between Print Issues!
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories between our print issues,
including breaking news, event profiles, arts coverage, new storefront news, videos,
podcasts, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

GRAND CONCOURSE WALKING TRAIL LATEST VICTIM OF CITY COUNCIL’S CUTS
“ ... The Grand concourse Walking Trail’s emphasis is on green spaces, like riverside strolls, with the idea being that these trails could promote outdoor activity, a healthy lifestyle, and a better appreciation
of St. John’s and Mt. Pearl ... the City is cutting its funding to this award-winning trail system ... Council will cut the $390,000 the GCA use to maintain the Grand Concourse within the city of St. John’s ...
the City says they’ll handle maintenance of the trails through their own city services, or maybe they’ll “send them out to public tender.” The press release boldly asserts, “They believe there is money to be
saved … but we believe the city’s past record in savings on maintenance has not been particularly successful ... The city planners should know the GCA is a non-profit. There is no one getting rich at the
taxpayers’ expense. We hope that the City’s intention is not to save money by neglecting the hard won improvements to our community. The financial savings the City may gain from this outsourcing will
be negligible.” It should be noted that the City also cut funding to Pippy Park, claiming the province ought to fund it since they own it. So, a city known for its arts culture, outdoor life, and colourful small
businesses and entrepreneurial spirit is under attack on all fronts by a council in a hard place who, to many of us, don’t seem to agree on what makes this city the city it is. “The Grand Concourse built
[Bidgood Park] in 2014 and now the City is removing our funding to maintain it. What will future benefactors of our City think when they see the lack of respect the City gives their donation?”

“LOOP”Y FOR BEAVERTAILS? BANNERMAN SKATING LOOP GETS ITS FIRST FOOD STAND
“Before we get to the news of the new food stand at The Loop in Bannerman park, its 22 year old proprietor is a story in himself: Max Staubitzer built his first house with his own hands
when he was only 18, and he used the equity to help him with other business ventures. Some might know of one: Snow and Mow — why shovel or mow your lawn if this guy will? Max
opened Newfoundland’s first BeaverTails Trailer, down on Harbour Drive, when he was 20. BeaverTails are a classic dessert-style snack of hand-stretched, whole-wheat pastries, served hot, and
topped with your choice of goods: chocolate & bananas? Cinnamon & sugar? “The pastries are very similar to toutons,” Max says. “What Newfoundlander doesn’t love toutons!” Max has since
sold that trailer to buy a more mobile operation: a food truck. His aim is to get that up and running for the summer. In the meantime, Max has converted an existing food stand in the park into a
BeaverTails operation. He was one of nine potential vendors vying for the sweet spot. (Not sure who the others were.) To sweeten the deal, he offered to give 2% of his takings to the Bannerman
Park foundation, plus free hot chocolate to visitors on Sundays. “The park was missing somewhere for children to get a treat and rest for a few minutes,” he says. “Everyone knows skating and
hot chocolate are the perfect combination. That’s why, every Sunday 2-4pm we will be giving away free hot chocolate.”

LOCAL WOMEN LAUNCH GIRLS ROCK NL TO BOLSTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR FEMALE-IDENTIFYING YOUTH IN NL
“... Girls Rock NL will be “an inclusive musical community, mentorship program, and non-profit organization that builds self esteem amongst self-identified female youth in Newfoundland and
Labrador.” Its initiatives include a week-long summer camp, among other activities, that will ” connect girls to professional women in the arts, offer workshops for their success, and give them
the opportunity to learn an instrument, write a song, and rock out on stage.” The age range encompassed by the term youth here is 8-16. At the summer camp, these youth will form bands, write
songs, and perform at a final showcase. Bands are coached by some of Newfoundland and Labrador’s most exciting female musicians who teach them how to play an instrument. No musical
experience is necessary. Complementing the music component, Girls Rock NL offers fun opportunities for girls to speak with and listen to local musicians, take part in leadership workshops, and
make new friends in a safe and encouraging environment ... Girls Rock NL is a volunteer run, non-profit organization founded by 5 local arts-community stalwarts “seeking to build a more supportive
environment for women in the arts.” This inaugural board of directors is: Joanna Barker, Mary MacDonald, Krista Power, Alyson Samson, and Andrea Vincent ... They also welcome your kind
donations: they’re doing this unpaid, out of pocket ... Donations can be made through email money transfer to girlsrocknl@gmail.com.

ST. JOHN’S MEDICAL MARIJUANA CLINIC GETS THE GREEN LIGHT
It’s not a dispensary, but it’s in the neighbourhood — a new St. John’s medical marijuana clinic will soon be helping patients with the often-tangly medical and legal matters surrounding cannabisbased treatments. “We’re out to decrease stigma and increase awareness,” says Dr. Danial Schecter, Executive Director and co-founder of Cannabinoid Medical Clinic, as well as a practicing family
physician. “Some physicians are simply not comfortable with cannabinoid therapy.” Since opening their first clinic in Toronto in 2014, Dr. Schecter and his colleagues have worked with Canadian
physicians, as many are uncertain how to talk with their patients about marijuana, including the legal implications, and the process of obtaining it. “It’s one of the occasions where the patient may be
more knowledgeable on a topic than the physician.” As a referral-only clinic, the clinic only accepts patients who have been referred by a physician or medical specialist. From there, the clinic assesses
whether a patient can be helped with cannabis-based medications or medical marijuana. “We talk to people who are just at the end of their rope,” says Schecter. After the referral process, if a patient
qualifies for medical marijuana, the clinic’s physician will provide a prescription, which can be sent to any Licensed Producer (LP) approved by Health Canada, who will then send the prescribed
medication by mail or courier, which is still the only legal way to obtain medical marijuana.
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The St. John’s Dating Dilemma
200 Women Share Their Frustrations
This is NOT a guide on “how
to get the girl,” or anything as
silly as that. Not every woman
wants the same thing, and
chemistry is either there or
it isn’t. This is an exploration
of dating scene discontent
among women looking for an
old-fashioned connection, and
the men who let them down.
You can’t make someone like you, but you
can try and understand what a lot of women,
maybe even the woman of your dreams, is
looking for ... which clearly is not 2 a.m drunk
text, a 3 a.m D pic, or a vague “hey?” on a
dating site.
WHAT ARE YOU REALLY LOOKING
FOR IN A MAN?
The only traits that got over 100 votes
a piece were: a sense of humour, a kind
heart, someone interesting who can keep
a conversation stimulating, and someone
with a passion for something. In short: good
company. Put simply by Aurelia, “Funny,
smart guys are always attractive. Considerate
guys, too.” Obvofake echoes the importance
of a man “having a brain and using it. He
thinks about his world and is involved in it.”

“First dates are about making an intro. It
should be fun and a snap shot of who you
are.” ACJ says “I want to enjoy myself while
I'm getting to know you.”
Joey’s comment embodies those of many,
“I want humour and just enough confidence
to be that saucy, chivalrously flirty date.
Also, being passionate, about anything, is
huge. It really shows that the guy isn't going
to be dull, and that the date, and possible
subsequent relationship, won't be either.”
... AND YET 90% OF WOMEN FEEL
LIKE MEN WANT SEX MORE THAN
CHEMISTRY
Despite those common sentiments above,
more than 90% of the chemistry-seeking
women who took this poll said they find most
men are only after sex on a first date, and
they’re not being respectful about it. “They’re
plain pushy.”
“When I go on a date, I want to see if I feel
unique to him, interesting, compatible. But all
I get is a series of crass advances or at best,
comments on my beauty. I guess that’s all he
thinks I am good for: a hot bod in the sack.
That’s all women are, hey? Eff that. No guy
calls me or my friends back if we don’t put out
on date night 1.”
“Many guys will preface a conversation with
comments about long legs and where they
want to stick their face, assertions they can

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE, ULTIMATELY,
OF GOING ON A 1ST DATE WITH A GUY?
The answer should be obvious: “To gauge

please a women well. Boring. There's plenty

our chemistry and compatibility: can he carry
a conversation? If this is going to be more
than a hookup, he has to make me laugh and
laugh at me. He has to enlighten me. He has
to demonstrate the two of us could be friends
as much as lovers, because let’s face it: sex
constitutes very little of the time a couple
spends together.”

you want a hookup, come find me in a bar on

of that shit on internet, and it mostly makes
you seem juvenile.” As ANON 189 says, “If

answers included frustrations like “They’re
all so rude and try and move too fast. My last
date told me everyone else has first-date sex
as if it’s a strike against me if I don’t. How
was I supposed to feel like sex isn’t all he
wanted? Not me, just sex. Most women need
chemistry, guys, I’m sorry. So you should be
trying to create some.”
Most women shared stories of overt sexual
aggression on a first date, from hands up
skirts under tables, to disturbing tales of
near-abduction. “On the way home [from a
miserable first date] he drove to a deserted
road, stopped the car and asked if I was ready
to make out. I was speechless. What creep
drives to a deserted road to make out with a
complete stranger. I've never been so terrified
and told him to drop me at home or I'd call the
cops.” Do not ever project your expectations
on a woman like that.
“NETFLIX AND CHILL”
IS THE END OF CHIVALRY
“If you’re actually interested in me, you want to
do something more fun than watching Netflix,
because you could do that on your own. And so
could I. It’s infuriating to only hear from a guy
when it’s dark out and he’s just looking to get
off. I’m worth more than a blowjob. Make me
feel that way if you want one.”
“Couch dates make a guy seem lazy, boring,
unsocial, immature, or sex obsessed.”
Netflix and Chill is also not a good move if you
don’t know someone first: who wants to be alone
in a house with a stranger? “Couch dates seem
like a rush to sex and I don't feel safe when I’ve
not met someone or hardly know them.”

a first move. “A
booty call is not
the way to my
heart.”
“Contacting me late at night: that stinks
of booty call. If you wanna talk to me, try
normal hours, so I know I'm thought of
outside of your late-night boner.” ANON 82
adds, “A common first and fatal mistake [is
men] forgetting I exist Sunday-Thursday,
then suddenly remembering to text me when
you're on George street Friday night.”
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO
DATES, ANYWAY?
More than 75% of women complained “men
don’t ask women on proper dates anymore,
at all, so there’s no way to properly meet,
then get to know a guy.”
“I want a confident man who knows who he
wants, why he wants her, and how to ask her
to give him a shot. But all I get are ‘wanna
hang’ texts after dark, or a vague ‘hi?’ on a
dating site.”
“No one’s direct and clear and confident and it
is infuriating and makes men seem like boys.
Ask her on a date like a f*cking grown up.
There is nothing sexier than a grown man who
is sure about what he wants and isn't afraid
to ask.”
WHAT ARE SOME THINGS HE CAN
DO RIGHT ON A FIRST DATE?
These 5 quotes summarize all sentiments
in this regard.
“Don’t act like you’re someone else, that’s

a Friday. If you want me specifically, ask me
on a date, and be interesting and kind and into

THE BORE OF BOOTY CALLS

not the point of meeting YOU. Ask about

me, not what I can do for you in the bedroom.”

Booty calls are booty calls – men and

me, my interests, and have a meaningful

They don’t call it “getting lucky” for no reason:

women like sex equally. Having a booty call

discussion that doesn’t feel like an interview.

sex is something you’re lucky to land for

relationship with someone is great, healthy,
mutually beneficial. Except ... when you booty
call a stranger you haven’t slept with yet as

Show a genuine interest in getting to know

treating her with respect and admiration,
not something she owes you. Yet a lot of

me.” and “Make me feel more interesting
than the damn phone you spend 24-7 with!”
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“Honestly, I'm nervous too, let's laugh about

don’t ... and then she finds out you’re saying the

that together. Let’s find out our things in

same kinds of things to 5 other friends of hers?

common and talk about those, NOT how

As ACJ says, “May I remind you that we live in

attractive you think I am.”

St. John's? There is one degree of separation in
this city.”

“If you are only looking for a hookup, cut to
the chase” and “if you’re actually looking to

“When men want to sample every woman,

meet me, keep the setting quiet enough for a

it means they don’t know who or what they

chat, and let’s do this one on one.”

really want in a person. That’s immature and

What about
in the bedroom...
What’s one thing they're
all doing wrong?

DON'T AGREE WITH
THESE WOMEN?
Make sure to take part
in our next poll to get
your voice heard!

a turnoff.” Joey says, “It makes the guy seem
“A casual first date is way less pressure. Then I

like he has no real taste in women, which is

can actually spend more time figuring out how

boring, and boring is just painful.”

I feel about you instead of how much this fancy
meal is costing. Elaborate dates can be nice,

GIVE MEN SOME POINTERS

but save that for like date number 3 or 4.”

ABOUT ONLINE DATING ...
Basically all answers were a spin on this on

RESPECT HER NOT WANTING TO BE

Frustrated Feminist’s comment, “Keep your

ALONE WITH YOU AT FIRST

shirts on, don't pose with a dozen other men

Don’t try and get her alone on a first date,

so it's impossible to tell who owns the profile,

she doesn’t know you, so don’t insist on

don't cut your ex out of your photos – it’s still

picking her up if she hesitates, or don’t insist

obvious that she's there, stop posing with

on walking her to her car if she declines the

exotic animals – it doesn't make you look

invite. “If you met on Tinder, many women

well-travelled, don't use gang signs (gangs

will not want to go for a drive with you. It's

are scary, they're not sexy).” Other profile pic

generally taught to us that this is not safe. Our

no-nos: “cars, motorcycles, ski-doos, ATVs,

dads would disapprove. Try something simple

or boats (unless you are also in the picture

like meeting for coffee in a public place, first.”

actually using them).”

“A lot of guys just want to get you alone, for
making out I guess, but, c’mon dudes: I don’t

Segueing out of profile pic preferences,

freaking know you! And you’re presenting

ANON 24 says, “PLEASE KEEP YOUR SHIRT

yourself as sex-crazed, so, no, I don’t wanna

ON. Mention your interests! Talking about

go back to my place, thanks!”

what you like is so much more attractive than
your nipples.”

THINGS TO AVOID ALTOGETHER ...
“Dick pics are gross.” And think about it: you

“Actually fill out your profiles. Blank profile

wouldn’t whip it out at a party and show her,

= no effort into telling people who they are

so why send it to her digitally at 3 a.m? It’s out

= they don't care about who you are either =

of context in both scenarios, so keep it in your

just looking for sex.” As ANON 67 says, “If you

pants. She only wants to see it if she’s into

can't make the effort to fill out your profile,

you, and you’re in the heat of a real live-world

you will suck at dating. I might like your abs,

moment. Otherwise it’s actually sexually

but I won’t match with you for them! Why?

aggressive of you. “Dick pics: never. We don't

I'm not that shallow! I'll match you for your

care. You come off as simple, sex crazed, or

profile description, though.” ANON 139 adds,

insecure by sending them. Penises don't turn

“Proving you read my profile goes a long way.

us on in jpg format and there's a whole

(Hint: actually read the profiles).”

www full of them.”
As for that first message to a
The other most common
turnoff is you making
her feel like you’re
genuinely interested in
her, like there’s something
between you two, like you see
something in her other people

TOP 5 MOST COMMON ISSUES ARE SUMMARIZED BY THESE STATEMENTS:
1. “Seems like men in their 20s, or even 30s, were raised by the internet, so they seem
to think a real life bedroom scene plays out like a porn scene. But we are not porn stars.
Please slow down. Please consider my needs too! I’m not here to pleasure you, I’m here
to be pleasured too, this is a mutually beneficial moment, remember that! Selfish lovers
are like plain donuts, no one wants them.”
“Replicating porno is not realistic, nor does it get the job done. Communicate what
you like, and listen to what I like, and we will both get off. It’s that simple. Don’t be
porno-creepy. Don’t ever do things to me without asking. I’m not opposed to certain
things, but only if you ask first. If you don’t, it’s offensive, illegal, and makes me feel
disrespected. And sticky.”

2. “Men’s obsession with their penis size, big or small. How big you are isn’t going to
help me think you’re an amazing guy. I only like amazing guys. Penises are kinda gross
and we don’t even need them: I speak on behalf of women everywhere: more oral or
skilled hands, please.”

3. “Stop with the ‘hit it and quit it’ thing. I don’t care if you’re done in 30 seconds and
ashamed of yourself: half of guys are. What I care about is you thinking that means it’s
all over before I am done. Don’t leave me hanging because I’m the tortoise and you’re the
hare! Honestly, I am not here to shame and emasculate you for your ‘short cummings.’
I am here to get off too, not just get you off, whether you’re done yet or not!”

4. More foreplay. “Has anyone ever heard of foreplay? I don't want it to be over before
I'm even into it.” “A woman needs foreplay, or she’s going to take even longer to get off.”

5. “Be more respectful than you’re being. Don’t push my head down there,
don’t tell me St. John’s women don’t wear condoms anymore. Gross.”

potential date, “Stop messaging
girls and starting with 'hey
beautiful' and 'you're sexy.'
It’s too generic, if your message
could have been copied and pasted
to 10 different girls and it would apply
to each of them, it's too generic.”

This poll was admittedly heteronormative, but only because this article,
like any article, is focussing on a single and specific issue: discontent among
a faction of straight women looking for something more than “Netflix and
Chill” from the boys pursuing them.
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For the Love of God:
Let’s Get a Woman on City
Council This February!
THERE ARE A LOT OF OPINIONS FLYING AROUND ST. JOHN’S THESE DAYS
ABOUT ITS CITY COUNCIL. Perhaps more than ever. But if there’s one thing we can
say about all of them, every last councilor , with certainty, it’s this: they’re all white guys.
They’re all men. There is not a single woman on council right now. Explain that to your
daughters with political aspirations, parents of Ward 4. During this year’s provincial election
in November, city councillor Bernard Davis vacated his council seat when he was elected to
the provincial House of Assembly. And on February 23rd, a replacement for Ward 4’s seat will
be elected. Anyone can run for city council so long as they’re a Canadian citizen who doesn’t
owe any unpaid taxes. And luckily the ward has 4 women running, to help out with gender
diversity on the panel of people running our city. Two of them – would-be mayor Sheilagh
O’Leary and real estate agent Debbie Hanlon – have been city councillors before. A third
candidate, Janet Kovich, is also a real estate agent, and school principal Jill Bruce is the
fourth female option. Bruce says running for council has “been on her mind for years.”
Now is certainly a daunting time to join council, which only means now is the
time for us to vote wisely and diversify the voice (and genders!) of
those calling the shots for us. Pressure’s on you, Ward 4. Change starts
now. Pay attention to these women’s campaigns and vote with your
gut and heart. Poor Dave Lane needs a comrade up in there. (Oh, the
fifth candidate is accountant Matt White.)

“Boys Will Be
Boys” is a Dated
Excuse for Not
Letting Girls Be
Women
BY CHAD PELLEY

Brenda Seymour has a
Level II certification – she’s
a professional firefighter,
unlike most of her volunteer
cohorts in Spaniard’s Bay.
She’s also a city councillor, who rightfully
brought it to the town’s attention that new
firefighters were being thrown into dangerous
situations they weren’t qualified for.
She was right to worry about lax security
standards: a poorly trained rookie drove a
fire truck into the fire hall, and during the
subsequent repair job, a maintenance worker
was injured and will “probably never walk
correctly again.”
Brenda simply spoke out about some very
valid points: lax safety standards, untested
equipment, and improper training aren’t
acceptable. In doing so she was labelled
“an upstart troublemaker,” so she started
to express she was being treated unfairly
because she’s female, to which one woman in
Brenda’s town replied, “She is the only woman
in a firehouse with grown men. She can’t
expect them to sit down, eat chocolates, talk
about Fifty Shades of Grey, and tampons.”

Thank you to Martin Gaulton
and the team at Pat’s Place Mount Pearl
for generously supplying and serving a festive dinner on
Christmas Day at Choices for Youth. The generosity was felt
by the many young people who came for a warm meal
and a kind smile. Thank you, Martin, very much!

c h o i c e s f o ryo u t h . c a

What Brenda can expect, and should, is for
her voice to be heard and respected, and that
means not being told by her co-workers that
they’ve masturbated into her equipment –
something I’m sure they wouldn’t say to a man.
One great question at the centre of the
controversy is this: why show a porn clip of
a woman female-ejaculating onto a kitchen
fire, to put it out, during a legitimate training
session? Jokes are supposed to be funny,
that’s their very purpose, whereas in this
case it was a distasteful implication women
aren’t real firefighters. A woman with more
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training than most of her peers sat in a room
and watched everyone laugh about how
women put out fires. It was unprofessional
and senseless: no one’s going to put out a fire
like that, and who watches porn at work other
than a hypersexualized male-run firehouse?
She was asking for respect of her boundaries,
yet half the town are saying she "did all
this" because she's gunning for the chief’s
position. Whereas, I think it’s fair to day, that
if a male firefighter asked for more safety
measures and gender sensitivity to be put into
place, we would have called him a saint.
Brenda was brave enough to stand up for
change so that future firefighting women
– your daughters by the way! – could enjoy
more respect in their workplace. Everyone
should have stopped and respected that.
Instead pictures emerged of a town divided
and women and children holding signs
declaring we "support our men." What a
deflating thing to see mothers teaching their
daughters while calling Brenda a “conniving
witch," because she dared ask that men help
her feel comfortable in her job.
We’re at a critical juncture in the feminist
plight where more people need to be involved
in it. To the men who think you have to roll
with sexism in the workplace, and laugh at
your co-workers hickish remarks, in order to
fit in: you’re a big part of the problem.
A.) You’re enabling it and B.) Sexist men
clearly don’t respect women like Brenda
enough to listen to them. Men have to play
a part in putting these people in their place,
preferably in a clear and friendly manner so
the sexist dinosaurs listen, instead of getting
their backs up. A progressive society doesn’t
shame a woman who stands up for herself.

Cover Story
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The Townie Taco Challenge
With fifteen tacos in the

your homes into local restaurants during the

more tacos you try, the more hashtagged

running, there’s something

slow winter months. If you wanna support

snapshots you rack up, so, the more

your local restaurants, while supporting your

chances you have to win. If you try them

own right to delight in fabulous food, you

all, that’s 15 cracks at the cards. So, let

know what to do. Peruse the menu below. All

loose, go loco for local tacos this month.

HERE ARE
THE FIFTEEN
TACOS TAKING
PART

for this challenge: Adelaide have entered their

SHARE YOUR REVIEWS

ADELAIDE OYSTER BAR

legendary fish taco.

OR FAVOURITES ON OUR WEB POLL

here for everyone,
including familiar twists
and adventurous ones.
We’ve got fish tacos, pork

but one of these tacos have been created just

As you complete your taco tour this

tacos, beef tacos ... even

WIN A WACK OF LOCAL GIFT CARDS

month, we’d love to hear, and share your

bison. Even tofu, and

Every participating restaurant is giving us a $25

thoughts on them all.

giftcard. We’re putting them all in one basket,

Visit our website,

for one lucky winner who will get fifteen $25

theovercast.ca,

gift cards from these fine food havens. That’s

and click the taco

fifteen nights of dealing with your don’t-wanna-

challenge poll

Canada’s in a craze right now for these edible

feed-myself lazy winter blues. To enter to win,

in our sidebar,

explosions of flavour, and with our council

simply take a pic of your taco (or you and your

or, use the url:

taxing our restaurants into the poor house,

taco preferably), and post it to Twitter and/or

theovercast.ca/

now is the time to use tacos to lure you from

Instagram with the hashtag #TownieTacos. The

townietacopoll

carnitas, and surf’n’turf
combos.

Fish Taco
NL cod, IPA beer batter, avocado, slaw,
smoky adobo, and chipotle mayo.
BERNARD STANLEY

To enter to win,
simply take a pic
of your taco, and
post it to Twitter
and/or Instagram
with the hashtag
#TownieTacos.

3 Chorizo Corn Tacos
3 chorizo soft corn tacos, topped with
avocado and lime sour sream, cilantro slaw,
pico de gallo, Five Brothers’ White Fleet
Queso Fresco cheese, and lime juice, finished
with a Sriracha Sour Cream. Served with
basmati rice and vegetarian chili.

Cover Story

WIN $375

by eating tacos!

ENTER 15
TIMES!
Once for each
different
taco.
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Use #TownieTacos on a
Twitter or Instagram pic of a
participating taco for a shot at
$375 in restaurant giftcards!

BLUE ON WATER

MERCHANT TAVERN

Grilled Fish Taco

Adobada Pork Taco

A grilled fish taco with salsa fresca, fried

Adobada marinated pork, from the southern

avocado, habanero buttermilk, and red

shore, with a sagamite and maize tortilla,

cabbage slaw.

and salsa roja. Available lunchtime only.

CELTIC HEARTH / BRIDIE MOLLOY’S

RELISH BURGERS

Fish Taco

Bacon Cheeseburger Taco

Beer-battered cod, spicy coleslaw, sweet

Spiced ground beef, cheddar, bacon, lettuce,

chili sour cream, and grilled pineapple

tomato, sour cream, and guacamole.

CHINCHED BISTRO

TAVOLA

Pork Carnita

Tavola Taco

Pork carnita, crispy corn tortilla, pickled

Smoked beef short rib, corn and black bean

carrot, pico de gallo, and queso fresco.

salsa, pickled shallots, avocado, and cilantro
sour cream.

FIXED
Mall Chicken (or Tofu) Taco

THE SOCIAL HOUSE

Sweet and sour fried chicken (or tofu),

Chili Bison Taco

avocado, gochugaru-lime aioli, shredded

Poblano chilli bison, chive sour cream, con

lettuce, assorted pickles, scallion, and

queso sauce, and Five Brothers cheese blend.

cilantro. This will be at Fixed Coffee Bar
on Harvey Road only.

ST. JOHN’S FISH EXCHANGE
Jiggs Dinner Tacos

HUNGRY HEART CAFE

“Jiggs dinner, just like madre used to

Carnita

make.” Fresh cod, topped with a pickled

Carnitas (spiced pork confit) taco, queso

carrot, turnip and cabbage slaw; pease

fresco, pickled red onions, and cilantro on

pudding purée, and shredded salt beef, all

housemade flour tortilla. Served with rice

wrapped up in a warm flour tortilla.

and beans, salsa.
YELLOWBELLY
MAGNUM & STEINS

Soft Surf and Turf Taco Combo

Coffee and Chipotle Taco

SURF TACO: tiger shrimp tempura,

Coffee and chipotle marinated pulled pork,

chiffando lettuce, avocado pico

refried black beans, pineapple salsa, pickled

de Gallo, shredded

red onion, and cilantro.

cheese, wasbi-soyginger aoli, and fresh

MALLARD COTTAGE

cilantro. TURF TACO:

Smoked Pork Shoulder Taco

Yellowbelly short

Smoked Point Leamington pork shoulder

rib, braised cabbage,

with Mallard taco spice, in a roasted beet

bluebry cheese, crispy

tortilla, with pickled slaw, fresh cheese, and

onion, and fresh

house lime yogurt.

scallions.

You gotta love this place,
so rethink your waste.
Plant the seeds for a greener future by reusing the
things you don’t need anymore. Repurpose old items
and keep them out of the landfill.
Everything you need to know about managing
waste is now online.
learn more at
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Joanna Barker
Launches New
Local Journal,
Free Frame,
with a Bang

issues. “I'm also really grateful for the
support from Matt of Broken Books. It
means so much to me and the project.”
And the launches aren’t your average same
old literary affairs, so, it’s worth your time
to go and get copies there. “I brought some
chess, crib, and checker boards, a few decks
of cards, and some bananagrams to The
Ship on a Sunday,” Barker says of the first
issue’s release. “We listened to Tom Waits. I
said a few words, there were a few readings,
and then we just kind of hung out.”

There are plenty of local
writers, established and
emerging, well known or
under read, and thanks
to Joanna Barker’s latest
endeavour, there’s one more
place publishing them.

Local Artist Meg Harnum
Has Launched an Adult
Colouring Book Collective

“There was a really warm crowd. It felt like
we were in someone's basement, telling
stories, having conversations, swapping
ideas and ultimately, leafing through Free
Frame and talking about the writings.”
She says she wants to continue the same
format with each launch. “The next launch
will be in the afternoon on February 28th at
The Levee. It will be an all ages event. Our

Issue one was released in early January

theme for that issue is 'on your way/along

and included poems from: Shannon Tien,

the way/view from the window/moving on.'

E.B. Reid, Kate Lahey, Emily Deming, Len

We'll announce the deadline for the 3rd issue

O'neill, Chad Pelley, Reuben Canning Finkel,

and its theme at the event.”

and Salome Barker. All the pieces play with
the idea of firsts. Whether that’s about a

Free Frame is also open to b&w

first-time experience, or someone’s first

photography, sketches, and other visual art,

poem, even. “It started with the feeling that

“but the quality of printing I'm working with

I hadn't been contributing to my community

at the moment makes it difficult to present

like I used to, or like I could be,” Barker says.

them very well. So, you are welcome to
contribute! Just, be warned.”

“Then I got to thinking that as a songwriter,

They’re popping up
everywhere, and they’re
selling as wildly as would a
new Harry Potter release.

pretty simple. “I am drawn to adult colouring
books because I am a giant kid. But also
because colouring is fun and it is relaxing.
It is really quite therapeutic at the end of
the day, a way to keep your hands and mind

Adult colouring books make perfect sense:

occupied while you unwind.”

colouring a satisfying pattern or picture
feels to the brain the very same as creating

The recent hype around adult colouring

art, which, well, you are. In addition to the

books is attributed to publishers in France

natural euphoria one gets from creating art,

who marketed them as a way to just

it’s simply nice to turn your Goddamn brain

shut your brain off for a bit, as Harnum

off once in a while and zone out, isn’t it?

appreciates. Even those French publishers
couldn’t have predicted colouring books

Meg Harnum, a local artist and musician, took

would come to outsell their cookbooks.

the new trend to town when she asked a pile

You can find and buy issue one of “The

of local artists to draw her some colourable

Colouring Book Collective” at The Sprout,

illustrations which she could then bind and

Broken Books, and Fixed Coffee & Baking.

sell as an adult colouring book. Colouring the

And if you’ve already found said book and

art of locals artists: what a great idea, right?

coloured it, there will indeed be another. “I
am accepting submissions for the second

Harnum says her prompt to launch the

issue of the C.B.C. as of February 1st. The

project was simply that she needed

deadline for submitting is February 28th, and

motivation to complete some drawings for

there were many opportunities for me to

Why is it called Free Frame? “It's kind of

share my music when I was new to gigging:

cheesy, but the idea is that this little book is

open mics, opening spots at every other

a frame for artists to hang their work in; an

bar any day of the week, and then of course

opportunity for writers to put their poetry,

the internet. But there seemed to be fewer

prose, short stories and ideas on public

opportunities for new writers, or writers

display at no cost to them. Quite literally, a

who were new at sharing their work. So I

free frame.”

Stockland, Patrick Thomas

was something I could do. And that's what

Vancouver-based writer Shannon Tien is

Hann, Cara Marie, Amery

Free Frame is.”

Free Frame’s resident Listographer. “It's

thought that creating such an opportunity

Harnum’s rationale for adult colouring is

an adult colouring book. “I thought getting
others involved would help put some
pressure on myself to follow through
with something for once.” Plenty of
people came aboard, including: Mimi
Canning, Knoah Bender, Abby
Sandford, Jose Gonzalez, Thom

there will be a launch party to follow with
details to be announced.”
Submissions must be 8.5" X 11" and
can be emailed to meghanharnum@
gmail.com. Anyone and everyone is
welcome to submit a page. Why not
take a break from recording your
RPM album for a few minutes and
draw something fun!”

a position she created for Free Frame and

Coombes, Laura Jean Frazzled, Sarah

You can buy issues of Free Frame for about

I really love it. Each issue will open with a

Elizabeth, Charles King, Jason

At the time of this interview Harnum

5 bucks at Broken Books. The money from

piece by her, but other than that, it's a free

Wells, Taylor Jane Furey.

was at work on Patrick Canning’s

sales is strictly used to produce future

form free frame.”

illustration. “I just started colouring
Art therapy in the form of adult

Patrick Canning's page last night-

colouring books is now being used to

--what a trip! It is mesmerizingly

treat depression, anxiety, PTSD, and

beautiful and intricate. Jason Wells'

“It's kind of cheesy, but the idea is that this little book is a

even dementia. And that’s nothing

portrait of local drag goddess Irma

frame for artists to hang their work in; an opportunity for

new: it’s been documented as a

Gerd is pretty awesome as well. All of

prescription since the 1900s, and the

the pieces are exceptional. We are so

famous psychologist Carl Jung is often

lucky to live in a community with so

attributed with pioneering the therapy.

many gifted artists and friends.”

writers to put their poetry, prose, short stories and ideas on
public display at no cost to them. Quite literally, a free frame.”
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Coloniale Street, so that is sort of my heritage.
That’s where my people are from. The great
cultural landmarks are the bakery, the Polish
grocery store, the old elementary school, the
Portuguese church, the old bathhouses, the
gravestone carver’s yard. Maybe my people
came from Ireland, maybe I’m a Russian Jew. I
wouldn’t know. It doesn’t matter. We traveled
all over the city when I was little. I had a really
eventful childhood, all on this island. And I’m
a collector. I collected so many things for my
novels back then. And most of them come
from Montreal.

Q&A WITH CANADIAN
LITERARY SUPERSTAR
HEATHER O’NEILL
BY SHANNON WEBB-CAMPBELL

because I lived in an enormous building with
low rent apartments and the tenants were

Montreal-based Heather O’Neil
is a masterful storyteller. She’s
fascinated with the underbelly
–misfits, renegades, and black
cats. Lives feral, and unhinged.
She’s published multiple books, including; a
poetry collection, two award-winning novels:
Lullabies for Little Criminals (2006), winner
of CBC Canada Reads and Paragraphe Hugh
MacLennan Prize for fiction, The Girl Who
Was Saturday Night (2014), which was a
finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize, and
her latest, Daydreams of Angels (2015), a
short story collection, also made last year’s
Giller shortlist. O’Neil’s writing seethes, and
exhales. She’s also known for contributing to
CBC’s The Wiretap with Johnathan Goldstein.
SHE MADE HER FIRST TRIP TO
NEWFOUNDLAND TO READ AT SPARKS
LITERARY FESTIVAL JANUARY 31.
HOW DOES WORKING IN MULTIPLE
GENRES HELP OR HINDER YOUR
CREATIVE PROCESS?
I remember writing a lot of plays when I
was very young. I was madly in love with
Beckett and Harold Pinter. I think it was

always screaming at one another. There
would be couples fighting in the stairwells.
My father had a ferocious temper and was
always yelling mad obscenities too. So there
was something about the ugliness of their
linguistic worlds that appealed to me as a
very young child. So I think that helped a lot
with the dialogue in my books. I learned to
write dialogue that way. To give an example
of how working in one genre benefits another.
And of course poetry was where I learned to
bend language out of shape. Actually, on a
side note, when I was twelve, I adapted Me
and My Million by Clive King into a screenplay.
I would love so much to have that now. My
dad was a poor archivist though. Much of my
juvenilia he used to write grocery lists on the
back of. Seriously.
MONTREAL IS A MAINSTAY IN YOUR
WORK. WHY? HOW MUCH DOES
YOUR SURROUNDINGS, OR OWN
RELATIONSHIP TO THE CITY YOU LIVE
PLAY INTO YOUR WORK?
People always ask what my heritage is, but I
haven’t a clue. My dad made up our last name
and his parents died when he was young. My
dad gave me all his stories about growing up on

BOTH LULLABIES FOR LITTLE
CRIMINALS AND THE GIRL WHO
WAS SATURDAY NIGHT ARE WRITTEN
IN ADOLESCENT VOICES, AS WELL
AS SOME STORIES IN DAYDREAMS OF
ANGELS. WHAT IS IT ABOUT THIS AGE
GROUP THAT APPEALS TO CHARACTER
NARRATION?
Oh, I don’t know. Young people are a bit like
aliens, taking notes on the world in order
to report back to their people, when they
find them. So I like the rawness of their
voices. And their subversion of expectations,
liking what they aren’t supposed to like and
deeming the unacceptable acceptable. It’s all
interesting and very funny. I’m moving away
from that nowadays. I feel like I’ve explored
that enough. I’m more interested in being an
adult. I like the richness in it. I was always
terrified about not being very young, but now
that I’m in my forties, it’s so unexpectedly
wonderful. I’ve never been happier. Young
people are filled with new hypotheses about
how to be and older people know the results
of the experiments that have tested those
hypotheses. The things I know now! And so
much more to come.
MANY OF YOUR CHARACTERS ARE
MARGINALIZED. WHAT IS IT ABOUT
LIFE ON THE FRINGES THAT COMPELS
YOU AS A WRITER?
Well, when I started writing, I didn’t think of
them as marginalized, I thought of them as
me and everyone I know. I suppose nobody
ever expected me to become anything in life.
I was told flat out that nothing would come
of me. Growing up I was really interested in
writers who described the experience of being
young and outcast, Charles Dickens, Charlotte
Bronte, Jean Rhys, Marguerite Duras, Jean
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Genet. One looks for writers who share their
themes and concerns. I felt that I was lucky to
have been born in a world where there is great
potential for story. So I was very careful to
collect observations for future transcription.
BLACK CATS SAUNTER THROUGHOUT
THE GIRL WHO WAS SATURDAY NIGHT,
THERE’S EVEN A LITTLE ILLUSTRATED
BLACK CAT PREFACING EACH
CHAPTER. WHAT DOES THE BLACK CAT
SYMBOLIZE? WHY THE FASCINATION/
FIXATION?
I was feeling blue one afternoon and I was
walking down an alley. I live in Mile End and
it has all these wonderful alleys filled with
graffiti and ramshackle gates and gardens.
And there were like thirty black cats sitting in
front of me. See, I’m not entirely convinced
that I’m not a character in a book, because I
see metaphors and leitmotifs and symbols in
life all the time. And people come up to me
and say strange things that can only be the
writer tipping their hand and revealing the
themes of the book I am in. And Nicolas and
Nouschka were feral kittens to me, strutting
around, whining all night, getting pregnant,
having terrible luck, and being elegant and
refined at the same time.
YOU WRITE IN ENGLISH, THOUGH SOME
FRENCH APPEARS IN SOME OF YOUR
WORK GIVEN YOUR CHARACTERS
ARE QUEBECOIS. WOULD YOU EVER
CONSIDER WRITING IN FRENCH? HOW
DOES LANGUAGE DICTATE A STORY,
AND HOW YOUR CHARACTERS SPEAK
AND RELATE?
Probably not. I grew up speaking both
languages. But I think in English. A lot of
writing happens in my head. I’ll be working on
a line while I’m riding the bus or in the shower
or looking at an exhibit at the museum. When
I was younger I could only write when I had
a pen in my hand, but now I can write in my
head. I learned to speak French from my dad’s
girlfriend. She was always screaming that
he didn’t love her enough and that she was
murdering her soul, that type of thing. So
sometimes my characters speak French when
they are expressing something operatic like
that. There is nothing quite like cursing the
universe in French.
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SCIENCE!
Harvard is Calling Sabrina
Gonzalez Pasterski the
Next Einstein
Nasa wants to hire her. And so does

City to Launch a Cauliflower
Downpayment Assistance Program,
Store Artists Away Indefinitely, and
Be Done with the Annoyance of Small
Local Businesses BY ARN SMIT

everyone in the field of science tech.
She’s only 22. Sabrina wasn’t even 15
when she built her first airplane.
She’s already an MIT grad, currently
pursuing a PhD at Harvard, perhaps
North America’s most prestigious
post-secondary, who are dubbing

Have you noticed the price

Assistance

of cauliflower at your

Program can

neighbourhood supermarket?
Have you noticed other

help make
the dream of cauliflownership a reality for
more individuals and families right here in

her the next Einstein for her off-

the city." First-time cauliflower owners can

the-charts handle on physics. She’s

to be just a bit out of your price

also take advantage of the city's BOGO option,

holes and “is particularly concentrated
on explaining gravity through the
context of quantum mechanics.” In
other words, like Einstein before her,

did away with these and just conformed to be
like every other f*cking city in North America?
Because over the next 15-35 years, that's just
what we're doing. This is a three-step process,
in which we beg the patience of residents.
First, as outlined in our new and improved City
Budget, commercial tax rates will increase
by as little as 250%. This will help dissolve
the local shops and restaurants you have all
come to know and grow mildly fond of, like

products at your local retailers

interested in space time and black

lining the harbourside. Wouldn't it be great if we

range? Are there more and more
artists hanging around your
dryer exhaust looking for a bit

which provides young families with a choice
between a second head of cauliflower, or an
apartment in the forthcoming MIX building on
Duckworth Street, at no additional cost.

of warmth in the winter?
Here at "the bunker," we fully realize the

she’s in for a lifetime of struggling to
find someone smart enough to share

Well, thanks to the all-new and improved

contributions and sacrifices of our artists

her brilliance with in conversation. We

City Budget, you can be sure that annoying

and the artistic community. They are without

might all just have to take her word

thespians are fairly compensated, and rest

a doubt among the most steadfast, hard-

for it as she expands our knowledge

assured that our economy will forever be

working, and determined group of workers

of space, time, and physics.

decided by the cruise ships that we have all

who ever worked, yes, even surpassing our

come to love and gaze in wonder upon.

own city workers. We admire their talents and
truly believe they provide the backbone of our

If you happen to be bright enough to
follow along, check out her website

In this new and improved City Budget, we

culture here in the city. This is why, after very

-- physicsgirl.com – where she

readily acknowledge the dire circumstances

little deliberation, we will cut arts funding,

shares all of her publications and

that affect the residents of our city. We realize

relocate all artists currently living in St. John's

the like. It’s the only way to keep up

that the cost of cauliflower has grown to

to the Convention Centre, box them up and

with her since she doesn’t have a

unaffordable prices. Because of this, City has

store them in the attic. We call this our Artist

single social media account, or even

decided to implement a CDAP, or Cauliflower

Procurement Program, and it will save the

a smartphone: who got time for the

Downpayment Assistance Program, to help

City tens of dollars in grant money, as well as

virtual world when she’s knee deep

offset the price of this crunchy and notably

keep our streets and children safe from the

in understanding the universe more

healthy vegetable.

dangers of robots made from old bicycles and
dolls hanging from trees.

than anyone since Albert E. “Her
potential is off the charts,” says a

If you have never purchased cauliflower

former prof at MIT, whose marking

before, now is your chance. Councillor Danny

If you've ever driven the narrow, twisting, and

contributed to her perfect 5.0 GPA.

Galway, whom I swear has nothing to do with

haphazard streets of downtown St. John's,

Her current adviser at Harvard is

the dealings of the land out by the chicken

you have no doubt come to the realization that

currently doing work with Stephen

farm, stated, "The Cauliflower Downpayment

there are many unique shops and restaurants

Fred's Records, the Duke of Duckworth, and
Rocket Bakery (I always preferred Auntie
Crae's anyway). If the tax increase doesn't
get rid of those pesky stores, we also have a
contingency plan set in place to tear up every
single friggin' road downtown. Beginning
next week, no, in six months, no, in 2017...
alright, whenever we damn well feel like it,
the area considered downtown (500m from
the waterfront fence) will be off-limits to all
consumers. Due to the influx of shoppers this
will create in other areas of the metro (this
is our third step), construction is currently
ongoing at both Stavanger Drive and Kelsey
Drive to create 5 more Dollaramas, and 7 Tim
Horton's drive-thru lanes. In order to keep
costs to a minimum, no actual Tim Horton's
coffee stores will exist, just the lanes.
Some residents may feel that our city will
experience a great reduction in services, and
perhaps some already have experienced a
decrease in quality of service. Despite any
shortcomings, please be aware that we will
still be able to heavily subsidize a kick-ass
privately-owned hockey team, and will follow
through with the purchase of west-end holy
land that has been consecrated by our former
great Honorable Joey II. Admittedly so, buying
Mount Pearl would probably be cheaper.
Arn Smit is a self-proclaimed young feller.
Although not a native townie, he hopes
council will go back to the splitting table
and re-consider their latest best-seller,
City Budget 2016-2018.

Hawking, and is equally amazed. As
are the places throwing grant money
at her, like Hertz Foundation, the

"This is why, after very little deliberation, we will cut arts funding, relocate all artists currently

Smith Foundation and the National

living in St. John's to the Convention Centre, box them up and store them in the attic. We call this

Science Foundation.

our Artist Procurement Program, and it will save the City tens of dollars in grant money ..."
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Eight Great
Reasons to Drink
More Whiskey,
and Treat Yourself
to the Good Stuff
According to the internet,
whiskey literally means
“The water of life,” and was
invented by some very wise
monks. So, it’s not surprising
it comes with at least 8 health
benefits.

FEBRUARY 2016

Want to Avoid Alzheimer’s?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
A nightcap a night of the golden stuff is
thought to fend off dementia, particularly
in the form of Alzheimer’s. Exercise
moderation here though, too much has
the opposite effect. Balance, compromise,
restraint. But a 2003 case study with the
Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center did
find that dementia was less common a
fate for adults who consumed a moderate
amount of whiskey, rather than none at all.
Want a Natural Stress Reliever?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
A nightcap, or a glass while you make
supper, knocks the weight of the day
off your shoulders, right? You can feel
it happening, right? That feeling comes

Want a Healthier Heart?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
Like wine, whiskey is good for the ticker.
Antioxidants in whiskey can, and do, lower
cholesterol. By doing so, whiskey reduces
your risk of a heart attack.

courtesy of Whiskey bettering blood
circulation. Better bloodflow = more
oxygen to the vital organs, like your weary
brain. There is a barbiturate effect that
feels nice too, not to mention its sedative
properties, if you’re feeling anxious.

Want to Not Have a Stroke?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
Whiskey’s stroke-preventing benefit
also comes courtesy of its natural effect
on lowering cholesterol: less buildup of
cholesterol in your brain = less chance of
a stroke. Secondarily, whiskey relaxes the
walls of our arteries: better blood flow
throughout our bodies = less chance of a
stroke. When it comes to preventing an
ischemic stroke, it is a proven fact that one
drink of whiskey a day is better for you
than no drinks a day.

Want to Feel Less Bloated After
a Meal? Drink Whiskey with It
By helping curb your appetite, whiskey
helps you avoid overeating.

Want to Prevent Cancer?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
Ellagic acid – found in health foods
like strawberries, cloudberries, and
pomegranates – is a serious cancer
fighter. Guess what else ellagic acid is
naturally present in? Whiskey. Ellagic
acid is proven to protect the body from
carcinogens, not to mention, should you
have cancer, it also deters some of the
harmful effects of chemotherapy. Single
malt whiskeys have more ellagic acids
than red wine.

Want to Live a Longer Life?
Drink Whiskey ... in Moderation
The number of antioxidants and nutrients
in whiskey are so plentiful one could regard
it as a nutritional nectar. It can actually
give your immune system a boost, which
helps you fight off diseases and illnesses.
Chemicals in whiskey also prevent the
breakdown of vital cells in your body.
Want to Cure Your Cold?
Drink Whiskey ... in
Moderation
Whiskey genuinely makes
for a very effective cough
syrup, and the alcohol
kills off the bacteria that
collects in your throat. For
a real natural cold killer,
add a shot of whiskey and
a hefty squeeze of lemon to
some hot water.

How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
PART 11 OF 12 BY LAUREN POWER
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This year
long series is
coming to an end.
Got an idea for
another series?

@HemingwayApp

PITCH IT TO
CHAD@
THEOVERCAST.CA

hemingwayapp.com
The app lets you know when your sentences are hard to read, too reliant on the passive
voice, or just too wordy. Are your emails too flowery? Are your memos too verbose? Do
you favour unnecessary, gratuitous, inessential adjectives? Maybe you need to take a lesson
from Ernest Hemingway. The journalist-turned-novelist liked his writing simple and direct.
Hemingway said, “the ear is a good censor” but now, you can have Papa himself be your
copyeditor with the Hemingway app. The app lets you know when your sentences are hard to
read, too reliant on the passive voice, or just too wordy. It even offers simpler alternatives. It’s
like the man said: “There is nothing to writing. All you do is sit down at a typewriter and bleed…
but first download this dope app!”

Emergency and Disaster Information Service
hisz.rsoe.hu/alertmap/index2.php
Whether it’s a small earthquake in West Australia, a biohazard in New Mexico, or a
snowstorm here at home, it shows up as a blip on the map within 15 minutes of the
incident. This interactive map is courtesy of the Emergency and Disaster Information Service
(EDIS). EDIS monitors and documents all the events on Earth which may cause disaster or
emergency. Just like Superman! However, instead of super-hearing, the service uses the
data spectrum of the Internet to gather information. Whether it’s a small earthquake in West
Australia, a biohazard in New Mexico, or a snowstorm here at home, it shows up as a blip on the
map within 15 minutes of the incident. Each blip is packed with info, so you can read more about
the situation as it develops. Equal parts amazing and terrifying.

Star Wars Intro Creator
brorlandi.github.io/StarWarsIntroCreator/
“You can re-write the opening sequence that has been featured in every live-action Star
Wars film. You can edit everything, from the static blue text (“A long time ago in a galaxy
far, far away…”) to the Star Wars logo itself.” It’s February, which means that the crowds
have finally thinned, and you can probably see “The Force Awakens” without sitting shoulderto-shoulder with your fellow man at the movie theatre (btw, no one wants to hear your Star
Wars complaints). It was a thrill sitting in the theatre as the opening crawl made its way up the
screen. Now, at this site, you can re-write the opening sequence that has been featured in every
live-action Star Wars film. You can edit everything, from the static blue text (“A long time ago in
a galaxy far, far away…”) to the Star Wars logo itself, and it’s all accompanied by John Williams’
original score. When you're done, you can copy-and-paste the unique URL for easy sharing. The
official Star Wars website offers a similar app, but that one blocks any off-brand bawdy talk, so
you can’t title your intro “FART WARS: The Farts Awaken.”
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HARD
TO BELIEVE

townie

Cross

And Now
You Know

word

A Game of Four
Truths and a Lie

Spooky fact: dead people can get
goosebumps.

A wise man probably once said that
trivia is the best way to learn a thing
or two about the place you call
home. Only four of these five
statements are true. Lay off Google,
and guess the false statement.
1. Claudio Fracassi runs a soup restaurant
in Ottawa called Soup Guy Plus. He gives
any visiting Newfoundlanders a free bowl of
his Jiggs Dinner Soup; a soup based on the
ACROSS
2. Name of a music venue on George Street.
famous NL Sunday supper. It Across
even has real
Hint: it rhymes.
Mt. Scio savoury in it.
2. Name of a music venue
Street.
Hint:
it
4. This on
kind George
of local pudding
requires
a 		

rhymes.

special bag to make.

5. "Later That Same Life" is the new, and final
2. One of Canada’s best known, and exciting
4. this kind of local pudding
a music
special
album requires
from this local
icon.bag to
authors appeared at MUN in January
7.
First
name
of
the
popular
local
author and
make.
for the Sparks Festival. For this trip she
journalist whose last name is Wangersky.
"Later
remembered her luggage, but5.she’s
not That Same Life" is the new, and final album
from
this
always so lucky. “A few months ago I local music icon.
traveled to a reading and when
got toname of the popular local author and journalist
7.I First
the city I realized that I hadn’twhose
packed any
last name is Wangersky.
clothes. The suitcase was empty. All I had
on was a Tony Soprano track suit.”

The entire concept of deodorant was
an unintentional creation by Edna
Murphey. Her father was a surgeon
with sweaty hands, so she created a
product that would stop his hands from
sweating. And then she had a eureka
moment and smeared the stuff in her
armpits, to stop sweating through her
PSSST!
shirts. She called the product “odorono”
ANSWERS
BELOW
as in “Odor! Oh No!” She lacked
marketing experience, so it was hard
to convince the world that sweating
DOWN
was gross and natural body odour was
1. If you're from
here, you probably buy your
Down
also gross. To do so, she partnered up
savoury from this farm.
If you're
here,
you probably
yourbible
savoury
3. There are 2 1.
national
historicfrom
sites in
Greater
with abuy
vivacious
salesman, and
St. John's. They
Signal
Hill and?
fromarethis
farm.
deodorant quickly became a staple
4. One of the best art galleries in town:
3.?There
sites in Greater St.
The Christina
Gallery. are 2 national historic toiletry.
6. Technically John's.
speaking, we
don'tare
have Signal
rabbits in Hill
They
Newfoundland, we have these.

4. Famed Newfoundland pirate Peter
Easton was never overtaken or captured by
any fleet commissioned to hunt him down.
It is believed that much of the treasure he
stole from the Spanish ship, San Sebastian,
is still hidden on or near Oderin Island, since
he left NL to settle in Villefranche with
more gold than he could ever need anyway.
5. If you listen closely to Hey Rosetta’s song,
“Neon Beyond," you’ll hear someone in the
band taking a bite of their favourite recording
snack: snap peas. It was intentional.

Things like snails and tortoises are

4. One of the best art galleries in
town: The
Christina
?
“testaceous,”
meaning
they are
Gallery.
animals with shells. One could also

Coming up at the Clay Studio!

3. A new religious studies course at MUN
requires students take a 9-day trip to
Disney World as a legit field school portion
of the course. The course is called “Religion
and Disney Parks” and examines religious
themes and concepts in some of the world’s
more famous theme parks. After six weeks
of studying the ties between Disney and
religion, students board a plane and head to
Orlando.

and?

get metaphoric
and say
6. Technically speaking, we don't
have rabbits
in someone who
is
guarded
or
hard
to
get to know is
Newfoundland, we have these.

Easter Kids Clay Camp

testaceous.

In high school, President Obama earned
himself the nickname “O’Bomber”
for his mad basketball skills. His first
name, Barack, means “one who is
blessed” in Swahili.

March 28—April 1, 2016
9AM - 12PM $150

Give-A-Pot-A-Home!
Seconds Sale
February 7, 2016 10-2PM

For more information
and to register, visit:
craftcouncil.nl.ca

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958

Galeophopbia is the fear of sharks. It’s
a nearly universal phobia, but guess
what? Statistically speaking, you’re
more likely to be killed by a coconut
falling from a tree than a shark.
Venus is 480C, making it the hottest
planet. It doesn’t have a moon either,
because its moon is thought to have
crashed into it and burned.
Some singers, before a performance,
will hold a vibrator to their throats to
relax, or “excite,” their vocal cords.
If you killed your dad in ancient Rome,
the punishment was being sewn into
a sac with a wild dog, a viper, and a
rooster.

TOWNIE CROSSWORD ACROSS: 2 - Fat Cat 4 - Pease 5 - Ron Hynes 7 - Russell DOWN: 1 - Mt. Scio 3 - Cape Spear 4 - Parker 6 - Hares HARD TO BELIEVE: Answer #4 is false.

FEBRUARY 2016

4YR ANNIVERSARY
+

SATURDAY FEBRUARY 20TH
TEACHER TAKEOVER/FREE CLASSES ALL DAY
MUST PRE-REGISTER FOR CLASSES IN ADVANCE

OPEN HOUSE /12PM-4PM

TULIP BAROO SNACKS + DAVIDsTEA + BIG RETAIL SALE
CLASS CARD SALE: 10 CLASS CARD FOR $100

MONDAY FEBRUARY 22ND
WE OFFICIALLY TURN 4!
PRACTICE + PRIZE DRAW
ATTEND CLASS TO BE ENTERED TO WIN AMAZING PRIZES

FOR MORE DETAILS VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM

/ THE OVERCAST /

31

COVER: Regina

Silveira, Escada Inexplicável 3 (Branca) Inexplicable Staircase 3 (White) (1999). Painting on PVC plates. Wall: 3 x 7.20m, floor: 1.30 x 7.20m.

PUBLIC OPENING RECEPTION
Friday, February 5, 2016
7:30 pm
(Doors open at 7:15 pm)

Artists in attendance

Photo: Eduardo Verderame

ALL DAY WITHIN THE DREAMY HOUSE

January 16 – April 10, 2016
Olivia Boudreau, Kym Greeley, Marlene MacCallum, Sheila Pye, Regina Silveira

APRIL WHITE: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF
January 19 – September 25, 2016

ENTER THE FOG

Co-curated with Josée Drouin-Brisebois
February 6 – April 24, 2016
Maya Beaudry, Julia Feyrer, Tamara Henderson, Tiziana La Melia

KAILEY BRYAN: NERVOUS WHETHER
Elbow Room Residency
February 6 – April 24, 2016
COMING SOON:

WILLIAM ALLDERDICE: GLIMPSES OF EDEN
March 5 – October 9, 2016

to find our

inspiration

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

